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ABSTRACT

Browning, Craig M., Ph.D., University of South Alabama, December 2022. Seeing the
Big Picture: System Architecture Trends in Endoscopy and LED-Based Hyperspectral
Subsystem Integration. Chair of Committee: Silas Leavesley, Ph.D.
Early-stage colorectal lesions remain difficult to detect. Early development of
neoplasia tends to be small (less than 10 mm) and flat and difficult to distinguish from
surrounding mucosa. Additionally, optical diagnosis of neoplasia as benign or malignant
is problematic. Low rates of detection of these lesions allow for continued growth in the
colorectum and increased risk of cancer formation. Therefore, it is crucial to detect
neoplasia and other non-neoplastic lesions to determine risk and guide future treatment.
Technology for detection needs to enhance contrast of subtle tissue differences in the
colorectum and track multiple biomarkers simultaneously.
This work implements one such technology with the potential to achieve the
desired multi-contrast outcome for endoscopic screenings: hyperspectral imaging.
Traditional endoscopic imaging uses a white light source and a RGB detector to visualize
the colorectum using reflected light. Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) acquires an image over
a range of individual wavelength bands to create an image hypercube with a wavelength
dimension much deeper and more sensitive than that of an RGB image. A hypercube can
consist of reflectance or fluorescence (or both) spectra depending on the filtering optics
involved. Prior studies using HSI in endoscopy have normally involved ex vivo tissues or
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optics that created a trade-off between spatial resolution, spectral discrimination and
temporal sampling.
This dissertation describes the systems design of an alternative HSI endoscopic
imaging technology that can provide high spatial resolution, high spectral distinction and
video-rate acquisition in vivo. The hyperspectral endoscopic system consists of a novel
spectral illumination source for image acquisition dependent on the fluorescence
excitation (instead of emission). Therefore, this work represents a novel contribution to
the field of endoscopy in combining excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging and
endoscopy. This dissertation describes: 1) systems architecture of the endoscopic system
in review of previous iterations and theoretical next-generation options, 2) feasibility
testing of a LED-based hyperspectral endoscope system and 3) another LED-based
spectral illuminator on a microscope platform to test multi-spectral contrast imaging.
The results of the architecture point towards an endoscopic system with more
complex imaging and increased computational capabilities. The hyperspectral endoscope
platform proved feasibility of a LED-based spectral light source with a multi-furcated
solid light guide. Another LED-based design was tested successfully on a microscope
platform with a dual mirror array similar to telescope designs. Both feasibility tests
emphasized optimization of coupling optics and combining multiple diffuse light sources
to a common output. These results should lead to enhanced imagery for endoscopic tissue
discrimination and future optical diagnosis for routine colonoscopy.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

The adage “Every Picture Tells a Story” has been quoted through history
from Charlotte Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre in 1847 to Doan’s Backache Kidney Pills
advertisement at the beginning of the 20th century to Rod Stewart’s album and title track
released in 1971 and likely every art class in between1–3. Art and history connoisseurs can
take this phrase to heart when reflecting on a given picture. Now imagine the same
relationship when translated to clinicians and biomedical imaging. Biomedical imagery
has told “stories” for centuries, from external skin rashes to synaptic nerve transmission.
Modern medicine continues to find new, deeper stories within biomedical images through
multidimensional data acquisition. The goal of this dissertation is to develop a next
generation tool for enhancing biomedical imaging, specifically endoscopy.
Endoscopy has been the gold standard screening procedure for viewing internal
organs or cavities for more than a half of a century. Endoscopic tools have allowed
visualization of the entire gastrointestinal (GI) tract, the respiratory tract to the level of
the bronchioles and numerous body cavities accessible for lower risk, minimally invasive
laparoscopic surgeries. This work will focus on GI related endoscopes
(esophagogastroduodenoscopes, colonoscopes and sigmoidoscopes). Colonoscopy is the
standard procedure to screen for colorectal cancer; the 3rd highest risk cancer for
incidence and mortality in the United States4–7. The 5-year survival rates of colorectal

cancer for local or Stage I, regional or Stage II/III and distant or Stage IV are 90%, 71%
and 14%, respectively, for all ages7. Studies have shown a 20% - 25% miss rate for small
(≤10 mm) and/or flat, sessile polyps regardless of location and risk assessment8–12.
Missed detection of early-stage colorectal cancer leads to increased risk of mortality.
Therefore, enhanced contrast visualization could increase the detection of early, small
polyp growths in the colorectum. Possible enhancements include: improved contrast
between lesion and surrounding mucosa, assessment of lesion depth or penetration into
the mucosa or risk assessment (non-cancerous, pre-cancerous or cancerous). Enhanced
contrast would in turn improve detection and characterization of all polyps providing
increased information for diagnosis.
This dissertation contains a historical review with coinciding systems architecture
and a series of experiments to evaluate the feasibility of excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging (HSI) for endoscopic procedures. Hyperspectral imaging is a
spectroscopic technique which acquires spatial image data over a range of wavelength
intervals creating a 3-dimensional hypercube. The combination of all wavelength
channels provides a spectrum per image pixel. The wavelength-specific interaction of
illumination with a given substance in the field of view (FOV) creates a unique spectral
signature. The utility of HSI has been observed across studies in remote sensing,
agriculture monitoring, food processing, archaeology, historical artifact restoration and ex
vivo medical imaging13–17. Furthermore, within a subset of these studies, hyperspectral
imaging has provided additional information by utilizing both reflectance and
(endogenous or exogenous) fluorescence spectroscopic analysis. The advantages of HSI
in these studies include: biomarker discrimination, nutrient content, component isolation
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and component separation. These factors would benefit endoscopy by generating
increased contrast between structures, determining abundance and classifying normal and
lesional tissue. Hence, the objective of this work is provided below and the following
chapters detail projects completed to meet these goals.

Objective
Integrate hyperspectral imaging into an endoscopic platform to provide
reflectance, fluorescence or mixed spectroscopic data as a technique to enhance contrast
in endoscopic screening.
The approach to meet the objective is as follows: Chapter II provides a literature
review of the fundamental aspects of this work to support the subsequent manuscripts. A
historical review of endoscopy from a systems engineering perspective is provided in
Chapter III. Additionally, systems architecture for endoscopy was constructed and
concepts for a future endoscopic system are outlined. Chapter IV details benchtop
feasibility of a LED-based excitation-scanning endoscopic platform and the potential for
future clinical trials. A different LED-based spectral illuminator was tested (Chapter V)
on a microscope platform for excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging of multi-labeled
samples. This has been organized as a dissertation by portfolio with Chapter III
corresponding to a manuscript that is ready for journal submission and Chapters IV and V
corresponding to articles published in peer-reviewed scientific journals (details at the
beginning of each chapter). Finally, Chapter VI reviews all the work of the previous
chapters to show the “big picture” and validate the objective. The appendices provide
additional information and data for the testing in Chapters IV and V.
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The novelty of this dissertation comes in two parts: the systems engineering
analysis of the endoscope and the LED-based hyperspectral modules. To our knowledge,
this is the first of its kind of a systems architecture analysis for the endoscopic system.
The analysis is unique architecting historic milestones in the lifetime of the system and
using these models to track the trends in technology. Documenting this systems
architecture could be a basis for future systems engineering design for the endoscope
system or translation to other biomedical systems. In addition, there is novelty in the
optical geometry designs of LED-based array for hyperspectral imaging. These systems
eliminate excitation filtering, mechanical stress and allow for high-speed excitationscanning hyperspectral imaging that is no longer dependent on mechanical tuning for
acquisition speeds. An endoscope based on these LED-based hyperspectral imaging
designs could ultimately produce high definition, video-rate, spectroscopically diverse
image data for analysis, contrast and enhancements.
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CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND

The background for this work is multidisciplinary and covers a diverse knowledge
base for the different aspects contained in these manuscripts. The literature is divided into
four sections: endoscopy, hyperspectral imaging, data science or analysis methods and
systems engineering tools for decision-making and multi-objective trade-off analyses.
These categories are self-contained; however, this work is interdisciplinary and the
background will highlight the necessary connections between fields.

Endoscopy
As mentioned previously, endoscopy is the gold standard for screening lumenal
organs and cavities in situ. For the specific case of colonoscopy, colonoscopes are a tool
to screen the colon, typically visualized with a broad-band white light source. The
limitations of current colonoscopy techniques include undetected small (≤10 mm) polyps
(miss rates: 20%-25%)8,9,11,12 that can be correlated to early lesion growth or flat, sessile
lesions. Colorectal screening is recommended every 5-10 years for adults ages 50 and
older. Shorter screening intervals may be advised based upon risk factors. Based on
colorectal polyp growth rates18,19, 5-10 years of growth, if cancerous, causes the
survivability rate of the patient to diminish. This is one of several factors that explain
why colorectal cancer is ranked 3rd for incidence and mortality rates4–7. A major
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limitation in detecting small neoplasia or polyps is the minimal contrast with surrounding
mucosa. The reflected white light does not highlight a noticeable difference between
tissue types for very small lesions and flat or depressed lesions. Due to low contrast,
other screening techniques have been developed to aid in visualization of the colorectum:
chromoendoscopy, narrow-band imaging and autofluorescence imaging.
Chromoendoscopy (CE) is an addition to white light endoscopy (WLE) by
introducing a blue dye that adheres to the mucosa to express structures, pits and crevices
to enhance dysplasia. An alternative is electronic or virtual CE which uses bandwidths of
light and software to replicate a similar outcome as standard CE (Pentax’s i-scan or
Fujinon’s flexible spectral image color enhancement – FICE). Overall, the enhancements
provided by CE have produced nominal improvements to detection accuracy of abnormal
growth in the colorectum when compared to WLE (studies are post-procedure optical
diagnoses of images and verified by histopathology)20–25. The limitations of standard CE
include additional time and cost of the dye that provide minimal overall improvements to
screenings. Virtual CE introduces the possibility of digital aberrations during the
screening that could obscure optical diagnoses.
Narrow-band imaging (NBI) selects narrow bandwidths of the WLE light source
to provide illumination peaks in the blue and green region of the spectrum. Illumination
at these wavelengths is preferentially absorbed by the vasculature creating a darker,
brownish contrast to the mucosa. Lesions tend to have a higher density of blood vessels
so NBI will create a condensed, brown region disrupting the normal vasculature pattern.
NBI is paired often with magnification endoscopy to focus on a region of interest (ROI)
for a highly defined vascularized image26,27. Comparing NBI to WLE, studies show an
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increase in sensitivity (true positive rate) for optical diagnosis but a decrease in
specificity (true negative rate)20,21,28–30. The limitations of NBI include reduced
illumination or visualization due to filtering the light source and the vasculature contrast
has not provided a definitive measure of lesions.
Autofluorescence imaging (AFI) uses a separate light source and path to
illuminate with an excitation band in the 370-470 nm range (usually 408 nm) and detect
autofluorescence of the tissue. This range excites molecular components such as collagen
or protoporphyrin IX (collects in tumor cells) to create the autofluorescent contrast
between non-lesional and lesional tissue31. Similar to NBI, studies comparing AFI to
alternative imaging techniques occasionally show an increase in sensitivity of histological
predictions but a decrease in specificity20,29,32,33. Limiting factors in the use of AFI
include the inherent low signal output of autofluorescence, especially single source
autofluorescence. When comparing the autofluorescence of normal and lesion tissue, the
spectra shape is similar but the power difference is the delimiter and some cases can be
difficult to separate.

Hyperspectral Imaging
A hyperspectral image is a two-dimensional (spatial) image acquired over a range
of wavelengths creating a three-dimensional hypercube. The pixels of a hyperspectral
image are referred to as voxels (volumetric pixels) with the spectroscopic data as the
depth information. The light acquired through reflectance, fluorescence or transmission
creates the unique spectrum for each pixel. Spectroscopic data provide a new layer of
information within an image and can be used to enhance the contrast between image
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components. HSI originated with satellite imagery and remote sensing to show
spectroscopic differences between waterfronts, vegetation and mineral aggregates14,16,34.
An extension of remote sensing has benefitted agriculture through crop monitoring of
water content, nutrient distribution and pest infestation15,35–37. Alternatively,
archaeologists have harnessed satellite HSI to determine materials and layouts of ancient
building remnants16,38. Other examples of HSI utility include food analysis and historic
document restoration. Studies have shown the ability to determine water, sugar or fat
content in certain types of food 15,39,40. HSI has been used to digitally preserve and restore
historical documents through scanning and digitally removing stains and aging by
analysis of spectroscopic differences41,42.
Biomedical imaging has benefitted from hyperspectral imaging in studies of tissue
classification, both ex vivo43,44 and in vivo45–48. Within these studies, a range of
techniques have been used to acquire hyperspectral biomedical image data with initial
success in endoscopy. These include: point scanning, line scanning, spectral scanning and
snapshot.
Point scanning or whiskbroom HSI scans a FOV pixel by pixel (or small group of
pixels) and measures the spectrum by passing the light through dispersive optics. This
builds a hyperspectral image cube voxel by voxel. This can provide a high-resolution
image but the acquisition speed is slow as the scanning process is extensive. Point
scanning has been used in remote sensing, satellite imagery and confocal microscopy.
Line scanning (pushbroom) is an extension of point scanning where the FOV is
scanned pixel line by pixel line. Spectral information is extracted the same way as point
scanning, building the hyperspectral image line by line of voxels. The image quality
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remains high and the acquisition time is reduced due to the larger area scanned. Line
scanning has also been utilized in satellite imagery.
Spectral scanning (starring) is opposite from previous examples as it scans the
entire FOV by detecting reflected or emitted light using band-pass spectral filtering. The
image cube is built wavelength band by wavelength band. Image quality can range from
low to high resolution depending on the FOV size and the spectral specificity of the
scanning process. Likewise, the acquisition of the image cube is dependent on the same
factors as point scanning of pixel area and bandwidths used.
Snapshot HSI captures an entire spectral image cube in a single scan. Snapshot
scans the entire FOV and the acquired light is filtered through an array of prisms to map
the image spatially and separate the image spectrally. This provides data in a single
spectral image cube and can image multiple frames in a short period of time. While the
spectral image acquisition time is short for snapshot HSI, the resolution can vary
depending on the detector pixel count, dynamic range and how many separate
bandwidths the spectral prisms delineate.
Both spectral scanning and snapshot HSI have been used for food analysis and
document preservation. Recent work integrating HSI techniques into endoscopy have
shown the potential of spectral scanning and snapshot spectral imaging to acquire video
rate HSI images (four-dimensional snapshot) and classify tissue samples as normal and
cancerous, as well as demonstrate potential utility for diagnosis and surgery
guidance45,47,49. These data highlight the same drawbacks of the current technology,
achieving high resolution data and low acquisition speeds (~6 fps)49 or trade a low
resolution hyperspectral image to attain video rate speeds45. Additionally, the majority of
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studies thus far have been ex vivo for initial verification and technologies have not been
translated to in vivo settings, which present additional limitations by miniaturizing
components (i.e. the detector and the illumination source)47,49 and requirements for real
time navigation. An optimal implementation of HSI technology would provide high
resolution image data at video rate acquisition speeds on a scale that fits the domain of
endoscopy. An additional aspect of HSI endoscope implementation is the data
accumulated should be analyzed and presented to end users to visualize the contrast
created by the HSI.

Spectral Data Analysis
Spectral images create a signature for every pixel providing enhanced contrast
through spectroscopic differences (e.g., hemoglobin absorbs blue wavelengths creating a
contrast to the surrounding mucosa) and spectral unmixing of biomarkers. Analyzing
spectral image data needs to account for the size of the data (hypercube of X x Y x Z) and
discriminating multiple components. Common spectral image analysis techniques
include: subpixel abundance estimation, such as linear unmixing, dimensionality
reduction techniques, such as principle component analysis and trained machine learning
classifiers, such as support vector machines and neural networks.
Spectral unmixing estimates the abundance of individual components in a pixel
(also known as sub-pixel analysis). This is accomplished by comparing a mixed pixel
spectrum to a library of component spectra (endmembers) regressing the mixture
spectrum to a combination of singular component spectra. Unmixing can be implemented
using linear or nonlinear algorithms based on the composition of the pixel (linear:
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separate components per pixel, nonlinear: component mixture per pixel). Linear
unmixing has provided good separation for image data using several biomarkers50,51.
Abundance classification is another version of spectral unmixing is a
“macroscopic” pixel analysis to determine if the pixel is A or B (e.g., the spectrum of the
pixel is analyzed as non-cancerous or cancerous). The unmixing process in these cases
are not based on the component abundances (% of A, B and C) but how close the pixel
spectrum matches the spectral library of A or B52–55.
Principle component analysis (PCA) is a statistical analysis that separates a
component with the highest variance from the rest (principle component) and repeats
with the next highest until all the components are separated. PCA is commonly used in
studies to discriminate hyperspectral image data, especially in cancer studies43,46,55,56.
Another component analysis is independent component analysis (ICA), which separates
components independent of their variance and dependent on user input prioritization57.
PCA variance separation has the potential to cause an error in the analysis when the
variance is small. That is the justification for ICA to prioritize the analysis differently to
avoid the low variance/high spectral resolution. However, the same study advised against
ICA for separating many components (such as 100’s to 1000’s of spectral bands in
remote sensing or several biomarkers) due to the user’s bias in component weighting for
separation. Despite the trade-offs, PCA is still widely used for spectral image analysis.
Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning model that trains and learns
to classify data into two categories for a binary approach. Separation is determined by
mapping the data into a higher dimensional space to find a new vector of separation that
was not discernable in the original finite dimension. SVMs have been used more for
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spectral separation of normal and cancerous tissue46. However, there is potential to
categorize multiple fluorescent markers using multi-class or hierarchical tree SVMs34.
Neural networks are another machine learning model that replicates neurons in
the human nervous system to break down data into branches and nodes respectively to
determine the contents of the data. There are numerous designs and functions of neural
networks depending on the needs of the analysis such as: perceptron, feed forward,
recurrent and convolution. In the case of image and video data, convolution neural
networks (CNN) are the models of choice58–62. These methods separate the data into
spatial and temporal aspects for analysis to track changes in video feed.

Systems Engineering Tools and Analyses
The previous sections highlight the need to evaluate alternative design approaches
that could achieve the objective of this work. There are many avenues to explore but with
limited time and resources there needs to be concise determination of the alternatives to
maximize options useful for the objective. Therefore, creating system boundaries (blackbox) for the endoscope and using systems engineering (SE) tools will benefit and
accelerate the continued development of endoscopic technologies. Standard SE analyses
include stakeholder inputs, and system use cases, requirements documentation (desires,
functional, validation and verification) and system architecture (logical and physical).
This section outlines other analyses and tools beyond the traditional SE toolbox which
include the following topics: multi-objective trade-off analysis and changeability.
For a top-down systems engineering approach, decision-making is critical before
any physical designing, prototyping or testing of a system is accomplished. This makes
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realizing a system difficult without many of the physical or functional aspects. Decisions
must satisfy customers or stakeholders in order to determine system characteristics and
requirements. This high-level determination also aids in weighing possible design
alternatives. A standard decision-making tool is the Pugh matrix for listing all the options
and scoring them on how they meet certain criteria63,64. Scoring, from a Pugh matrix, can
aid in determining future endoscope systems. Considering system alternatives, trade-off
analyses are critical for screening options on a multi-functional, multi-criteria system.
Compromises begin at the stakeholder level to accommodate requirements and as many
desires as possible. The challenges continue downstream for decisions on functionality or
outputs of the various aspects of the system. Depending on system complexity, options
could be as simple as choosing the best outcome out of two options or filtering through
multiple alternatives65. The latter has been studied using neural networks and Bayesian
algorithms for multi-objective scenarios66,67. As endoscopy becomes more complex and
the process produces more data, trade-offs will result and approaches are needed to
resolve or diminish these compromises.
Finally, another key to system improvements or modifications is changeability68.
This is an encompassing term for metrics such as flexibility, adaptability and
modifiability. Endoscopy has evolved through multiple iterations and this work
anticipates to provide another. Determining and quantifying the changeability of current
endoscope systems will aid in future designs and integrations.
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CHAPTER III: ENDOSCOPY LIFETIME SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE:
SCOPING OUT THE PAST TO DIAGNOSE THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

This manuscript develops the system architecture for the endoscope at key
iterations throughout the system’s lifetime. The “results” section determines trends in
subsystem technology and provides concepts for the next-generation of endoscope. This
manuscript has been peer reviewed and published in MDPI’s Systems journal.
Browning, C.M., Cloutier, R., Rich, T.C., and Leavesley, S.J., “Endoscopy
Lifetime Systems Architecture: Scoping Out the Past to Diagnose the Future
Technology,” Systems 10(5), (2022).
© 2022 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. This article is an
open access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (https:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/ 4.0/).

Abstract
Systems engineering captures the desires and needs of the customer to
conceptualize a system from the overall goal down to the small details prior to any
physical development. While many systems projects tend to be large and complicated
(i.e., cloud-based infrastructure, long-term space travel shuttles, missile defense systems),
systems engineering can also be applied to smaller, complex systems. Here, the system of
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interest is the endoscope, a standard biomedical screening device used in laparoscopic
surgery, screening of upper and lower gastrointestinal tracts, and inspection of the upper
airway. Often, endoscopic inspection is used to identify pre-cancerous and cancerous
tissues, and hence, a requirement for endoscopic systems is the ability to provide images
with high contrast between areas of normal tissue and neoplasia (early-stage abnormal
tissue growth). For this manuscript, the endoscope was reviewed for all the technological
advancements thus far to theorize what the next version of the system could be in order to
provide improved detection capabilities. Endoscopic technology was decomposed into
categories, using systems architecture and systems thinking, to visualize the
improvements throughout the system’s lifetime from the original to current state-of-theart. Results from this review were used to identify trends in subsystems and components
to estimate the theoretical performance maxima for different subsystems as well as areas
for further development. The subsystem analysis indicated that future endoscope systems
will focus on more complex imaging and higher computational requirements that will
provide improved contrast in order to have higher accuracy in optical diagnoses of early,
abnormal tissue growth.

Introduction
Systems engineering (SE) is a holistic engineering skillset and mindset structured
to decompose large, complex systems down to nuts and bolts and ones and zeros prior to
“breaking ground” on design and fabrication. The documentation produced from SE
procedures is comparable to an instruction manual that traces those bolts and bytes into
components, assays, and subsystems culminating to the final system. Simultaneously, the
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“manual” provides parameters and verification metrics that should be met at every level
of decomposition to ensure the end product’s output is productive, safe, and correct for
all stakeholders involved. A note of importance in the SE process is that the
documentation produced should maintain a level of abstraction to allow for creative,
inventive, and cost-effective design when producing physical aspects of the system. For
example, a future smart city system needs to dynamically transmit data to the populous of
autonomous vehicles on the street at X Mb/s. The requirement does not dictate that it
should be Bluetooth or 5G link; it could be a new method of data transfer.
Systems engineering also tracks a system throughout its lifecycle, from
conception to retirement and disposal. For this manuscript, we coin a new term called
“system lifetime”, which considers many different lifecycles of a system throughout
history, in other words, many generations of development of a system. Noteworthy
models for lifecycle processes are the waterfall and spiral model69. These models are
primarily used for software systems, but are also exemplary models for the iterative
process of producing a physical system to meet the requirements set forth in the
conceptual phase. These models have been beneficial to the structuring of this work
considering the lifetime of a system. Considering the waterfall or spiral in a threedimensional space with lengths of time between new waterfalls or spirals provided a
unique concept to organize the many lifecycles of system development over the course of
the system lifetime. Furthermore, Hossain and colleagues have recently detailed a
review of systems thinking topics through a bibliometric analysis to highlight past trends
and determine current gaps in knowledge of systems thinking70, and we made use of
some of the approaches presented in this review to analyze the development of endoscope
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systems and potential future directions. While SE is beneficial for new, large,
complicated systems such as smart cities, green energy infrastructure, and digital medical
recording techniques, it can also be utilized to review and optimize smaller, complex,
existing technology such as the endoscope.
Endoscopy is a medical screening process by which internal (normally hollow)
organs are imaged by the insertion of a scope with illumination and imaging capabilities.
Through visualization, clinicians can optically diagnose infection, inflammation, or lesion
growth and resect portions of tissue for pathological diagnostics. There are four major
endoscopic techniques widely used today: white light endoscopy (WLE), narrow-band
imaging (NBI), Fujifilm flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (FICE), and virtual
endoscopy (VE). WLE is the gold standard technique used for decades to capture a
typical RGB (red–green–blue) image providing reflectance-based images of the luminal
wall28,71,72. NBI illuminates body cavities with blue and green light to harness the light
absorption of the vasculature at these wavelengths providing additional contrast to the
image21,73. FICE is a post-acquisition process that divides the RGB image into the
respective three colors and digitally alters wavelengths to enhance the contrast74,75. VE
uses coherent tomography scanning (CT scan) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to
render a 2D or 3D model of the hollow cavities traditionally imaged with an endoscope76.
These techniques are detailed further for their strengths and weaknesses in Section 3.
Pathologies of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract can at times be difficult to differentiate from
the surrounding mucosa11,22,28,77. While current techniques provide several
complementary modes for visualizing internal body cavities, the contrast and definition
between healthy and afflicted tissue is limited, especially in early-stage cancer. The
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limited contrast between some cancers and the surrounding mucosa can have downstream
consequences on detection accuracy and patient outcomes, for example in colorectal
cancer, which is the third-ranking cancer in the United States for incidence and mortality
rates4–6,78. Neoplasia (abnormal cellular growth) can be difficult to observe within the
mucosal lining. If missed, neoplasia can become invasive and malignant (cancerous); in
essence, we have let a cellular vehicle run a red light without getting ticketed. Tumor
growth 1) can approximately double in volume annually18,79, 2) the standard of care for
interval routine endoscopic screenings is 5 years72. Further, 3) a missed colorectal tumor
could approximate a minimum 32X volume increase (assuming a constant exponential
growth rate) before being detected at a subsequent colonoscopy. Therefore, it is important
to develop improved technologies that provide high contrast and the ability to visualize
neoplasia or early-stage cancer when viewing the hollow organs endoscopically.
Here, we aimed to present a historical review of the origins and development of
the endoscope similar to the approach described in Julius H. Comroe, Jr.’s
Retrospectroscope80. Comroe’s work reviewed technologies that were created secondary
to the original intent or a culmination of separate inventions. The objectives of this
review are to: (1) highlight major milestones throughout the lifetime of the endoscopic
system (in the following section), (2) track changes or improvements of different
components or subsystems, and (3) theorize what future endoscope systems will involve
based on the review and existing (potentially unrelated) technologies. To achieve these
objectives, a review of the endoscope was performed, system-level requirements and
architecture were constructed at predetermined milestones, system elements were
observed throughout the review to acknowledge areas for future improvement, and a
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Pugh matrix scoring method was constructed to assess potential technology improvement
areas for future endoscopes. A unique aspect of this work is a first-of-its-kind system
engineering analysis for the endoscope by deconstructing major aspects of the system
using model-based systems engineering (MBSE). The review then allows for speculation
of what the future of the technology will be using preliminary decision-making tools. SE
diagrams and graphical representations of component upgrades (i.e., light source
evolving from a candle to high-powered LEDs) were used to visualize the evolution of
the endoscope system. The architecture was developed in a system modeling software
(Astah) and for the brevity of the review section, key elements of the system in each
milestone are condensed into a figure for respective subsections. This provided insight
into which aspects of endoscopy have been fully optimized and which can still be
enhanced. Areas of improvement lead to the final section theorizing the future directions
of endoscope technologies. Endoscopy has been reviewed multiple times81–85; however,
this article combines the historical perspective with a SE structure. System architecture
highlights the traceability of a component throughout the endoscopic system and
throughout its lifetime in the system. The overall goal of this historical perspective is to
provide a system-level understanding of the endoscope that will serve as the basis for
developing the next generation of endoscopic technology for enhanced contrast of tissue
components, especially neoplastic growth.

Historical Overview
The historical overview of the endoscopic system is sectioned into 5 milestones
that marked significant leaps in functionality: origin, electricity and the light bulb, fiber
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optics, imaging and video, and finally the current version(s). Several other achievements
are noted within these milestones to provide a comprehensive history of the endoscope.
At each milestone, the systems architecture is updated to reflect the major changes to the
system.

The Origin Story
Philipp Bozzini, a German physician, is credited as inventing the first endoscope
(the Lichtleiter – light conductor) in 180686,87. Bozzini’s manuscript states that there was
a desire to be able to visualize the internal hollow cavities and organs such as the bladder,
rectum, and pharynx. Hence, by this period in time, medicine had developed sufficiently
that physicians knew that optimal care and treatment could come from visualizing the
internal organs of the body. Bozzini had defined requirements needed for the original
endoscope and the resulting system was impressive because most of the metrics still
apply today (Figure 1)86,88.
In the design of the first endoscope, Bozzini implemented concepts that are still in
use today (in a modern form). Illumination was held constant by placing the candle on a
spring within the housing so that as the candle burned the spring would keep the flame in
the same position. The Lichtleiter insertion tubing was designed to expand the naturally
compressed hollow organs. Additionally, there were various-sized insertion attachments
to minimize discomfort for the respective human orifices. The original endoscope only
scratched the surface of visualizing the internal organs with the short depth of insertion
and low illumination of the candle, but this was an amazing foundation system because
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the main function and concepts have been applicable throughout this system’s lifetime,
even for the technology we know today.

Figure 1. Condensed system architecture for the original (Lichtleiter) endoscope. (a) Domain diagram
representing all actors and systems involved in the endoscopic domain. The original domain only
concerned two actors (clinician/user and patient), the endoscope system and the environmental system. (b)
A sub-selection of the requirements necessary for the original design extracted from Bozzini’s documents
which state some basic requirements that have carried through to the current version of the system. (c)
Logical architecture of the system and a decomposition into subsystems. The system was broken down into
3 subsystems. (d) Physical architecture of the endoscope system highlighting major components within
each subsystem (i.e., the candle and the light conducting hardware).

Antonin Desmoreaux improved the endoscopic system by replacing the candle
with a gasogene (alcohol and turpentine) lamp for illumination (1853). He also coined the
term endoscopy for the first time. This was the best and the brightest option for the time
period; however, these light sources were only practical for illuminating internal tissues
at short depths.
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A Bright Idea
Illumination changed when society began to harness electricity via electric cells
(Alessandro Volta, 1800)89 and electric generators (Michael Faraday, 1831)90. This
spurred the invention of the light bulb and long-term electric lighting. Humphry Davy
illuminated a charcoal strip wired to a battery, the first “light bulb” (1809)91. A platinum
filament illuminated in a vacuum tube by Warren de la Rue (1840)92 presented an
expensive, long-lasting light source. In 1867, Julius Bruck used this same technique in an
endoscope system as the first hot illumination source (light source at the distal end of the
scope)93. Henry Woodward and Matthew Evans patented the light bulb in 187594. Joseph
Swan enclosed the light bulb in a glass bulb (1878)95,96. The original light bulb patent was
bought by Thomas Edison (1879) and updated to the commercially available
incandescent light bulb97–99. This technology was miniaturized and implemented into
endoscopy by David Newman and Maximilian Nitze eight years later100. This chain of
events made the illumination source for endoscopy much brighter but the system
architecture more straightforward (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. System architecture for the endoscope integrating the electric light bulb. (a) A maintainer actor
has been added to the domain diagram due to a more complex system with components that degrade. The
facility electric system was included in the domain as well due to the light bulb integration. (b) The
requirements are updated in addition to the requirements presented in Figure 1b. (c) Logical architecture is
peculiar in this generation of endoscopes because an illumination subsystem does not exist, and hot
illumination (miniature light bulb on the distal tip) is within the scope subsystem. (d) Physical architecture
included the light bulb (incandescent) and Nitze’s lens array.

Ironically, the original requirements (Figure 1.B) still apply at this milestone
although an electric light bulb has been added. Updated requirements were implemented
due to the use of a “hot illumination” electric light source and accounting for illumination
transmission through the system. Other updates to the endoscopic system during this time
period included increased length of scope and advanced optics to transmit the image back
to the user. Adolph Kussmaul visualized the upper GI with a 0.47 m long tube, a gas
lamp (before the implementation of electric lighting), and the help of a sword-swallower
in 1868 (the first esophagoscope)101. After the inclusion of filament lighting, Max Nitze
implemented a lens array102 (design for telescopes) into a longer rigid endoscope to
enhance the image (1879). However, the enhancements were nominal due to miniature
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light bulbs that produced inadequate illumination and the large air gaps in Nitze’s lens
array.
“Savings” When You (Fiber) Bundle
From 1900 through to 1950, the advancement of endoscopic techniques was
minimal—a proverbial dark age—until Harold Hopkins made several significant
contributions to the fields of optics that would further endoscope capabilities103,104. First,
he created the zoom lens (1948) as a general optics assembly that would later be integral
in endoscopy. In 1959, Hopkins created a rod-lens system that was an optical inversion of
Nitze’s lens array because Hopkin’s design created “air lenses” from the small gaps
between the glass rods. The rod-lens array was designed to minimize light loss via
refraction, resulting in a ninefold increase in illumination transmission over Nitze’s
design. Additionally, seven years earlier (1952), Fourstier, Bladu, and Valmier made the
light source of an endoscope external again (or cold illumination) due to the heat
generated by distal (hot) illumination started by Bruck and Nitze84. This was
accomplished by transmitting light down a quartz rod in the rigid scope. At this point, if a
photon were personified, it would run a relay race from the light source through optics to
the internal organs, and then reflect back through separate optics, resulting in an image
for the user. Due to longer light paths, it was imperative that transmission was at an alltime high. This is where Hopkins’ third endoscopic achievement comes into play: the
fiber bundle. Originally developed by Heinrich Lamm, the fiber bundle transmitted light
from one end of these flexible silica fibers to the other82,84. However, Lamm was ahead of
his time because the fiber’s utility was wasted until 1954 when Hopkins, with Narinder
Kapany, applied the technique for illumination in endoscopy. They developed incoherent
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(fiber orientation irrelevant) and coherent (fiber orientation accounted for) bundles to
transmit illumination and the image, respectively. This was the era of the flexible
endoscope. The orientation of the fibers and therefore the image matter because around
this same time photography was becoming instrumental in the medical field. The
architecture for this milestone is visualized in Figure 3. During this time period, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) was created in 1906, marking the inclusion of regulatory
oversight in biomedical equipment105. In addition, within this century, nursing, nursing
education, and the need for increased medically-trained staff were apparent106. Hence, a
regulator and nurse stakeholder are now considered in the endoscope system domain
diagram (Figure 3a). Another notable development was the inclusion of air irrigation to
expand (insufflate) a body cavity so as to obtain a larger field of view107. Initially
developed as a hand pump attachment (similar to a blood pressure cuff), this technique
was later translated to a mechanical pump to provide automatic continuous insufflation.
Therefore, a new subsystem (fluid) was added to the logical and physical architectures
(Figure 3c, d, respectively).
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Figure 3. The endoscope milestone involving significant optical updates. (a) The domain diagram for the
optical milestone includes the additional actors of the regulator (the FDA was established in 1906) and the
nurse (nursing programs were commonplace by 1950), as compared to the domain diagram of the electrical
milestone (Figure 2a). The regulator is a passive stakeholder denoted by increased transparency. Around
this time endoscopic tools were introduced during procedures and are indicated in the domain diagram as a
secondary system. (b) A summary of the requirements for this milestone. These requirements are updated
or in addition to the requirements presented in Figure 1b andFigure 2b. (c) The illumination and the fluid
subsystem were added to the logical diagram due to cold illumination and insufflation. (d) Physical
components of the system include halogen bulbs, the fiber optic bundle, and air insufflation.

Smile, You’re on Camera
The first endoscopic image was acquired by Nepomuk Czermak in 1860, of his
own larynx108. Theodor Stein developed cameras that were lighter and smaller in 1873 for
imaging the larynx. Max Nitze created the first endocamera in 1894, among his other
notable endoscopic achievements. Paper film was produced in 1885 and celluloid in 1888
by George Eastman109. Color photography was theorized by James Maxwell (1861)110,
commercialized (with limited practicality) by Frederic Ives (1890)111 and John Joly
(1894)112, and prized by Gabriel Lippmann (1908)113. Gastroenterologist N. Henning
reported the first color endoscopic photograph in 193881. Photographic documentation for
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endoscopy became the status quo in 1954 marking a milestone in the screening process of
endoscopy108.
Early moving pictures notably began with devices such as the Praxinoscope and
Phènakiscope in the 19th century114. Thomas Edison and William Dickson made another
noteworthy contributions with the invention of the Kinètographe camera that filmed a
video on a film reel (1891)115. The Lumière brothers (Auguste and Louis) popularized
video documentation in 1895 with the Cinèmatographe, the first camera projector, and
hosted the first public film116. Auguste Lumière acquired the first medical film that same
year of a military doctor treating three patients in the barracks. However, video film was
not used in endoscopic procedures until the 1950’s, with the first televised bronchoscopy
and recorded laparoscopy117.
Imaging and video acquisition was further advanced in 1969 with the invention of
the charged coupled device (CCD) from Boyle and Smith at AT&T Bell Labs
(additionally the complementary metal oxide semiconductor – CMOS from NASA in
1992)118,119. The CCD, originally developed for solid state data transfer, became a
noteworthy component for digital photography. Integrated circuitry continued to improve
(Moore’s Law) creating smaller pixels, more densely packed pixel areas, and therefore
smaller image sensors120–123. The resulting component was small, cheap to produce, with
low power consumption, and continually upgraded image quality. Interestingly, the
combination of the camera phone in 2000124 and the exponential popularity of Apple’s
iPhones (beginning in 2007)125 created the driving factor for image sensor improvements
and manufacturing. While the chip-on-tip image sensor was implemented for
laparoscopic surgery in the 1980s126, the image improvements for endoscopy can be
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correlated to the desire to improve image quality in cellular devices. Digital imaging for
endoscopy, specifically laparoscopy, improved visualizing body cavities, optical
diagnoses and surgical procedures. As compared to standard open surgical techniques,
laparoscopic surgery allowed for smaller incisions, reduced recovery times, and improved
patient outcomes, especially for common procedures such as hernia repair, gallbladder
removal, and appendectomy. The system architecture overview for the imaging milestone
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Digital imaging endoscope system architecture. (a) The domain diagram remains the same for this
milestone when compared to the domain of Figure 3a. (b) The requirements assessment reflects the highpowered light sources of this era and digital imaging. (c) A computer subsystem was added to the logical
diagram of the previous milestone (Figure 3c) due to digital imaging. (d) Arc lamps, CCD cameras, rinsing,
and digital imaging conversion are physical component examples of this architecture.
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Presenting, the Endoscope
Current state-of-the-art endoscope systems utilize a combination of broadband
light sources (xenon arc lamps, halogens, or LEDs), bandwidth filtering, and digital
analyses to produce WLE (gold standard), NBI, or FICE. One limitation of WLE is that
small and subtle changes within the lumen may not generate sufficient contrast to be
detected. In addition, abnormal, irritated, inflamed, or neoplastic tissue may appear very
similar to normal tissue, resulting in difficulty determining potential areas of risk,
especially for patients with underlying inflammatory conditions. To improve detection
sensitivity and specificity, a range of correlating factors are often considered, such as:
irregular mucosal patterns, condensed vasculature, and definitive redness. Introduced
briefly before, NBI and FICE are two complementary modalities to WLE that can
provide enhanced contrast of tissue structures between mucosa and lesions. NBI filters
utilize narrow spectral bands in the blue and green regions to illuminate the tissue,
harnessing the absorption of blood at those wavelengths and creating an image that
contrasts vasculature as brown21. Condensed vasculature has been associated with
lesional tissue due to its invasive, nutrient-draining nature. FICE is an image algorithm
that uses the RGB image acquired through normal screenings and processes individual
color channels into unique wavelengths (within the respective color range) that
accentuates tissue differences greater than the original colored image74. This method has
defined mucosal irregularities and tissue irritation more effectively than traditional WLE
due to post-imaging processing. These techniques are included in aspects of the current
architecture (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Current endoscope condensed system architecture. (a) The facility network external system was
added to the domain diagram of the current system, compared to that of the imaging milestone domain
(Figure 4a), because of the use of the internet and cloud storage. (b) High-definition and spectral aspects
are stated in the requirements for the current system. (c) The logical diagram remains the same as the
previous milestone (Figure 4c). (d) Physical components and software are bandwidth filters and FICE
software for this architecture milestone.

Another modern endoscopic screening technique is virtual endoscopy (VE) or
computed tomography (CT) endoscopy76,127. Using CT creates a volumetric image of the
entire colon or tracheobronchial tree with a noninvasive technique. VE is a beneficial
screening for patients with occlusions prohibiting traditional WLE, providing a complete
image of the respective body cavity and the best option for older patients or patients who
are contraindicated from standard endoscopic procedures. CT data provides crosssectional views of the organs and 3-dimensional reconstruction to create a virtual scan
that resembles a WLE procedure.
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Another alternative to WLE is capsule endoscopy128,129. Capsule endoscopy is
more invasive than VE, but still requires less hospital procedure time than standard WLE
colonoscopy. An endoscopic camera and illumination source in capsule form is ingested
and transmits video feed to wearable receiver for clinicians to view post ingestion.
Current models are intuitive to their location in the gastrointestinal tract with automated
data acquisition rates depending on the rate of capsule movement (data acquisition would
decrease in the stomach and if the capsule slowed or stopped) and have two wide angle
cameras to ensure full view of the colon. The fact that the capsule primarily images the
small and large intestines highlight that capsule endoscopy is currently utilized primarily
for colonoscopy imaging and the optimal scenario to image or view the small intestine.
Modern endoscopic techniques are a definite advancement from Bozzini’s
original endoscope. Current state-of-the-art endoscopes are focused on contrasting and
detecting minute tissue changes to diagnose early, screening processes that are minimally
invasive, and providing as much information (the “big picture”) to benefit the patient. In
the previous section, the history of the endoscope was detailed and the system upgrades
were traced. Next, individual subsystems of the endoscope system were analyzed to view
the trends through the endoscope lifetime and discuss where components or subsystems
are currently optimal and can be improved or upgraded.

What’s Trending
Systematic decomposition of previous and existing endoscopic systems highlights
the improvements of subsystems and elements within the system, as well as areas for
potential upgrades. Here, the current milestone logical architecture is highlighted and the
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trends in technology are shown for particular subsystems (Figure 6). A primary
advancement is the illumination source from candles to incandescent bulbs to LEDs
(Figure 6a). Light sources have shown a substantial improvement in luminosity,
decreased power consumption, and increased component longevity. Some literature
theorizes that illumination technology is reaching maximum potential in white light
luminous efficacy130.
With regard to the computational subsystem, we examined the trend in the
literature of endoscope-related computer science publications. We searched the Scopus
database for publications in the field of computer science using the keywords
“gastroenterology” or “endoscopy” and a date range of 1990–2019, divided into five-year
increments (Figure 6b). Results indicated that the last two decades have shown a 50X
increase in the number of publications fitting these parameters. Examples of the increased
computational demand of such components begin with the image sensor digital signal
processor (DSP) to convert photons to digital signals131 and expand to three-dimensional
(VE and optical coherence tomography—OCT)132 and wireless or self-contained (capsule
endoscopy) or enhanced channel contrast (FICE).
The optical light path which carries illumination to the patient cavity and the
image back to the user or imager has also been optimized through the years (Figure 6c).
The Lichtleiter with a length of ~10 cm increased to the current colonoscopes with a
length over 1.5 m, capable of spanning the entire large intestine and a portion of the small
intestine. These depths would not be possible if fiber optics were not introduced, creating
flexible endoscopes. Furthermore, a smaller fiber optic bundle and overall endoscopic
diameter allowed for the development of smaller systems such as bronchoscopes,
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cystoscopes, laparoscopes, and ureteroscopes for lungs, bladder, small surgical openings,
and ureter, respectively133. Flexible endoscopy has not extended the working length
further into the small intestine due to the tortuous and compact nature of the organ134.
Maneuvering a flexible scope through the small intestine could perforate the mucosal
lining or damage the fiber optics of the endoscope. Furthermore, the amount of
articulation and force that could be applied to the endoscope tip decreases with increased
length and depth into the lower GI. Smaller endoscopes are limited in illumination and
detection due to size constraints. Therefore, the output of these smaller systems has lower
spatial resolution and potentially lower contrast between normal and abnormal tissue.
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Figure 6. Trends for components within subsystems. (a) Light sources in the illumination subsystem presenting the luminous efficacy from the candle to arc
lamps and LEDs. Illumination data were extracted from Azevedo et al.’s paper on solid state lighting 130. (b) Advancements in computational aspects of
endoscope systems were visualized by plotting the increase in endoscope-related publications within the computer science field (publication search for
“endoscopy” in the computer science category per quinquennium—Source: http://www.scopus.com, accessed on 28 July 2022) 135. Some examples of
imaging processing technologies that were found include: digital signal processing (DSP), virtual endoscopy (VE), optical coherence tomography (OCT),
capsule endoscopy (Capsule), Fujinon’s flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (FICE), and machine learning (ML)136. (c) Optical pathway (working
length)82,88,101 for the scope subsystem showing the depth the endoscope has traversed throughout the milestones compared to the length of human body
intestinal tract137. (d) Approximate camera/detector area for various cameras (both film and digital) throughout imaging in endoscopy. Camera and detector
areas were assumed from dimensions given in literature 82,117,138–140.

Creating physical records of endoscopic screenings is one of the most important
aspects of the field today. The transition from clinician hand-drawn images to film
photography lessened the workload and provided an objective image to support
diagnosis. Ironically, cameras continued to improve by creating clearer pictures while
becoming smaller components within the system (Figure 6d). Film-based cameras were
large additions to system on the proximal end. Now, digital image sensors are
miniaturized on the distal end of scopes providing real-time, high-definition images and
video.
Endoscopy: The Next Generation
Using systems engineering architecture as a tool for review, we can exhaustively
survey the needs of the range of subsystems and components, as well as environmental
constraints and current technologies. We can predict which technologies may need to
evolve and what a next generation endoscope would provide. Based on Figure 6,
illumination is at a current maximum, digital sensors can accommodate any endoscope
diameter with the caveat of limited resolution for smaller sensor sizes, the working length
of the scope cannot get any longer due to highly condensed and tortuous nature of the
small intestine and there is a high interest in the computational capabilities of the
endoscopic technologies. Reviewing past inventions that were implemented into
endoscopy, Figure 7 shows the importance of looking at off-the-shelf components and
technology.
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Figure 7. Timeline comparing technology invention dates to the time it was integrated into endoscopy. Blue
text denotes invention and green for integration.

The endoscopic community was quick (3 years) to integrate incandescent light
bulbs to the endoscope design, but it was over 30 years between invention and
implementation of the fiber optics, creating the flexible endoscope. Therefore, a
technology might already exist with the potential to benefit the output of endoscopy. For
the scope of this manuscript, we reference the previous upgrades and potential gaps in the
system while acknowledging the technologies that exist outside the field of endoscopy.
To begin justification for these possible upgrades, a mind map was constructed to outline
the avenues (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Mind map for design of a next-generation endoscopic system. The middle and top pathways are
considerations of techniques to implement, and the bottom pathway is component upgrades of the current
endoscope system. Dashed lines convey interconnectivity between topics: Infrared analysis could
implement with exogenous fluorescent biomarkers and hyperspectral chromoendoscopy and
autofluorescence hyperspectral endoscopy could be analyzed and displayed via machine learning
algorithms.

The mind map has two parts: technology for implementation (top two pathways)
and components to improve current systems (bottom pathway). Components for
increased illumination throughput include miniature LEDs at the distal end of the scope
and/or a liquid light guide instead of fiber bundles. When digital camera sensors became
small enough, they were integrated at the distal end of endoscopes, reducing transmission
losses by eliminating the secondary (imaging) light guide. If white light LEDs or three
respective RGB LEDs were small enough to replace the illumination fiber optic area of
the distal tip, then transmission losses would be further reduced. A major factor in
creating a new hot illumination is the potential for heat dissipation and mitigating damage
to the patient cavity. Another option is exchanging illumination fiber bundles for liquid
light guides (LLG) to increase the throughput of the endoscope. An LLG has no void
fraction, a higher numerical aperture, and a higher acceptance angle compared to fiber
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optic bundles accepting more illumination proximally, minimal internal refraction, and a
diffuse illumination at the distal end (potentially illuminating a larger area). A limitation
to using LLGs would be a slightly smaller spectral transmission range (normally 200–600
or 400–2000 nm) than that of a fiber optic bundle with broader transmittance (200–2000
nm).
Another option is infrared spectroscopy for additional information to WLE.
Infrared wavelengths are longer and penetrate deeper than visible wavelengths.
Therefore, there is potential for image information within deeper layers of tissue beyond
the mucosa. A benefit of extended optical penetration depth could be identifying density
variations in the tissue beyond the mucosal wall141–143. Similar to the vasculature, higher
density could correlate to lesion growth, and this could enable early detection. Infrared
illumination and imaging also has the potential to discriminate neoplasia from
inflammation144. The limitation here is the need for a separate detector and illumination
to outfit the infrared technology necessary to produce visible images for the user.
The mind map topics which combine new and old technologies to enhance
contrast the images produced are detailed below. Here, they are labeled as: endoscopic
machine learning, autofluorescence hyperspectral endoscopy, and hyperspectral
chromoendoscopy. Machine learning has become an integral part of many fields,
especially in applications that produce large datasets. Machine learning (ML), if
implemented on a computational platform capable of real-time operation, could provide
automated cues to clinicians that would aid in identifying potential abnormalities. ML
outputs could be false-colored or overlayed in some other form with traditional WLE,
NBI, AFI, or CE image data such that the cues are visible during a standard endoscopic
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technique. The requirements for ML in endoscopy need to focus on computation
functioning in real-time. Hence, computational capabilities would have to be sufficiently
developed to allow real-time classification and false coloring or superposition of
classification results with traditional endoscopic procedures in order for this approach to
be viable.
The specificity of AFI endoscopy techniques could be improved through
enhanced contrast created by several endogenous fluorophores (native autofluorescence)
in human tissue 145–147. An optimal way to excite these autofluorescent biomarkers is
hyperspectral imaging (particularly spectral scanning). Hyperspectral imaging generates
complex image data, hypercubes, in which two dimensions represent spatial data and the
third dimension represents spectroscopic data. Spectral hypercubes can be analyzed to
estimate the contributions of different molecules, such as autofluorescent molecules, and
these signatures can be false-colored and overlayed to generate added contrast in
endoscopy images. However, autofluorescence is an inherently low signal, so the spectral
illumination has to be powerful enough to provide sufficient excitation and emission
signals for the detector. Current autofluorescence imaging in endoscopy typically
highlights one or two endogenous molecules with one or two excitation sources29,148–151.
Minimal excitation sources allow for longer acquisition and higher signal while
maintaining video rates. For hyperspectral autofluorescence imaging of 5 or more
endogenous molecules (assuming notable unique molecular and spectral contributions),
shorter acquisition is required for the video rate, lowering the excitation signal. However,
the excitation overlap could compound the excitation signal for each fluorescent
biomarker. Most hyperspectral setups of this nature come with a trade-off between spatial
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resolution, acquisition rates, and spectral sampling. We would expect that future
endoscopic system will mitigate this trade-off in order to maintain the requirements of
high definition and video rate imaging, while providing hyperspectral imaging
capabilities.
The requirements discussed above for autofluorescence hyperspectral endoscopy
would also apply for hyperspectral chromoendoscopy to be a viable addition to the
endoscopic system. In this case, exogenous fluorophores (fluorescent dyes and stains)
could be used to identify certain components, tissue types, or proteins, creating a list of
biomarkers to image. This fluorescence mixture could be administered during bowel
preparation or during the procedure, as is performed in traditional chromoendoscopy.
Hyperspectral imaging, as described above, could then be performed to allow the
identification of each of the many fluorescent labels. An additional benefit to exogenous
fluorophores is that they produce greater emission signaling than autofluorescence. There
are also exogenous fluorophores in the near-infrared range to expand components stained
and increase the contrast152,153. Importantly, both of these hyperspectral techniques can
provide new or complimentary data for machine learning scenarios to automatically
identify and flag suspicious regions for further investigation.
To understand the potential technologies that could be incorporated into a nextgeneration endoscope, a Pugh matrix (Table 1) was constructed. The Pugh matrix is a
system engineering tool that can be used to evaluate the importance and potential impact
of each endoscope technology when considering a range of parameters. Modern
endoscopic procedures are included as well for reference. Scoring parameters for the
Pugh matrix were determined by first considering the patient (safety, invasiveness, and
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comfort), then prioritizing clinician training and technology implementation (i.e.,
operational training and implementation cost), and finally considering the additional
image data and information that could be produced (new image data and contrast).
Scoring (described below) was conducted by a panel of six gastroenterologists from the
University of South Alabama Division of Gastroenterology. Each category (column)
within the technology row was averaged among the n = 6 responses and the standard
deviation was calculated. The matrix did not include any weighted metrics and was
primarily used to compare new or potential technologies to the gold standard of WLE
(labeled as Current Endoscopy) and to consider which technology could represent a
future next-generation endoscope. The metrics were graded as follows: Safety—How
safe would this procedure be? 5 = most, 1 = least. Invasive—How invasive would this
procedure be? 5 = highly, 1 = minimally. Patient Comfort 5 = comfort, 1 = discomfort.
Operational Training—How much operational training would be required? 5 = extensive,
1 = minimal. Example Image Training—How much training with example images is
needed? 5 = extensive, 1 = minimal. Implementation—How easy would the technology
be implemented? 5 = challenging, 1 = easy. Cost to Implement—How much would this
technology cost to integrate? High = $$$ = 5, Low = $ = 1. Additional Image Data—How
much additional image information would be produced? 5 = substantial, 1 = minimal.
High Contrast—Would this technique produce a higher contrast than WLE? 5 =
substantial, 1 = minimal. The final column of the matrix totals the scores for comparison
(the values are in bold to highlight the overall results of the table). For this work,
Invasive, Operational Training, Training Image Data, Implementation, and Cost were all
subtracted from four, so the total was the summation of the positive connotations for each
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technology (i.e., the “inverse” of the aforementioned metrics were considered for the
total—Invasive: five translated to a one for noninvasive).
The results of this Pugh matrix, based on the criteria selected, show that any new
version of the system comes with some drawbacks, mainly the time to make operational
(i.e., clinical trials, FDA approval, clinical acceptance). The technological trend of the
future is big data and with that comes the bottleneck of analyses and results selection that
are useful for the end product. All options were comparable in safety measures and
patient comfort as physical procedures remain similar to WLE. Additional training
requirements were anticipated with more advanced image data and analysis technologies
(i.e., hyperspectral options). However, operational training should be comparable to WLE
with the exception of some software interface changes. Interestingly, the (hardware
and/or software) implementation of these technologies should be a streamlined process.
These alternatives do not require redesigns, but component or subsystem exchanges that
should minimize design costs and fabrication challenges. The cost of implementation
would be high due to training (both user training and training data) and changing
subsystems (i.e., illumination and scope subsystems). Current endoscopic systems scored
the highest according to the matrix, but the long-term potential and in-depth data
(Additional Data column of Table 1) provided by the alternatives make the initial
drawbacks or cost worth the transition. The trade-off is noticeable when comparing the
hyperspectral options to WLE. The hyperspectral technologies would need advanced
training (especially example imagery for users and training data for neural networks, if
applicable) but are anticipated to provide increased information and increased contrast for
identifying suspect lesions (as seen in the Additional Data and Contrast columns).
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Integrating a neural network or artificial intelligence into endoscopy also has a trade-off,
as the additional information or contrast is also accompanied by a more complex data
type that the clinician may have to interpret, if not sufficiently processed and
summarized. Infrared imaging scored the lowest on the matrix due to the unknown
factors of how the technology would integrate with an endoscope platform and how best
to present the data to clinicians. Infrared imaging would require the most design-intensive
change to implement a widefield technique infrared imager at the distal end of an
endoscope. Regardless, the next generation of endoscopy will likely involve some aspect
of machine learning and a technological advancement to improve contrast between
normal and lesional tissue. Future system architectures will probably see a large increase
in complexity for computing and illumination subsystems.
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Table 1. Pugh matrix ranking alternative technologies compared to the gold standard (WLE). Metrics for scoring include safety, training, implementation,
and added information. The scores are totaled for comparison.
Safety

Invasive

Patient
Comfort

Operational
Training

Example
Image
Training

Implementation *

Cost to
Implement

Additional
Image Data

Higher
Contrast

Total

Current Endoscopy

4.3 ± 0.7

3.0 ± 1.6

4.0 ± 1.2

4.2 ± 0.7

3.7 ± 0.7

3.3 ± 1.4

2.8 ± 1.5

3.5 ± 1.4

3.0 ± 1.3

17.8

Virtual Endoscopy

4.7 ± 0.5

2.5 ± 1.5

4.5 ± 0.5

4.0 ± 0.8

4.2 ± 0.7

3.5 ± 0.8

3.5 ± 1.4

3.3 ± 1.1

3.0 ± 1.5

17.8

Capsule Endoscopy

4.2 ± 0.7

2.8 ± 1.2

4.0 ± 0.6

3.8 ± 0.7

4.2 ± 0.7

3.2 ± 1.3

3.5 ± 0.8

3.3 ± 1.1

2.8 ± 1.3

16.8

Infrared Imaging
Endoscopy

3.7 ± 0.9

3.3 ± 1.2

4.0 ± 0.8

4.2 ± 0.4

4.2 ± 0.7

4.0 ± 0.8

3.8 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.7

3.2 ± 1.2

15.2

Autofluorescence
Hyperspectral
Endoscopy

4.0 ± 0.8

3.3 ± 1.2

4.0 ± 0.8

4.3 ± 0.7

4.7 ± 0.5

4.5 ± 0.8

3.7 ± 1.5

4.2 ± 0.9

4.0 ± 1.4

15.7

Hyperspectral
Chromoendoscopy

3.8 ± 0.7

3.3 ± 1.2

4.2 ± 0.9

4.5 ± 0.8

4.7 ± 0.5

4.3 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 1.5

4.5 ± 0.8

4.3 ± 1.1

16.2

Neural Network
Endoscopy

4.2 ± 0.9

3.5 ± 1.4

4.3 ± 0.9

4.7 ± 0.5

4.2 ± 0.9

4.2 ± 1.1

3.7 ± 1.9

4.2 ± 1.2

4.2 ± 1.2

16.7
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Scoring: 5 = highly, most likely or effectively, 1 = minimally, least likely or effectively, * 5 = challenging, 1 = easy.

Conclusion
The aim of this work was to provide a historical review of the endoscope system
using MBSE architecture. To our knowledge, observing the endoscope throughout the
many lifecycles of development (which we defined here as the “system lifetime”) is a
first-of-its-kind review for both the endoscope community and the MBSE community.
From the review, the trends and changes to the technology were traced to determine
where future iterations of the system are trending. This work contained three main
objectives. The first objective was to present key milestones of the endoscope through
systems architecture. The review indicated the systems architecture at each milestone and
provided system traceability to track the changes throughout the system’s lifetime. The
second objective was to track the changes and trends in components and subsystems of
endoscopy. The traceability of the first objective highlighted the key components for
which trends in development could be quantified resulting in a visualization of
improvements over the system lifetime and areas for further research. The third objective
was to theorize future technologies for endoscopy. The results indicate that complex
and/or computationally-focused image technologies are important areas for the
development of future endoscope systems. The history of the endoscopic system has a
fascinating timeline from Bozzini’s brilliant inception, to sword-swallower patients, to
the integration of several improved illumination and camera technologies over the last 50
years. Endoscopy provides numerous ways the clinician can screen the internal tissues
benefitting patient care. This field also revolutionized the way surgeries are conducted
and how medical data are produced via imagery. The system architecture produced here
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has been an invaluable perspective for tracking the changes and additions throughout the
last 200 years, as well as highlighting areas with potential for further optimization.
The future of endoscopy will require new imaging techniques that provide
increased information and contrast. Based on this review, we predict that imaging will
become more complex, or the endoscope system will provide opportunities to combine
complementary imaging techniques so as to produce data that provide increased contrast
and accuracy of optical diagnoses. Additionally, we anticipate that there will be an
increase in computational requirements to accommodate more advanced imaging
techniques. One primary computing requirement will be increased in silico computing
capabilities to analyze image data in real-time. It is also important to consider that
implementing new technologies will come with trade-offs, including the need for higher
computing power, more training, or more complex devices. However, the increase in data
to provide increased contrast and detection accuracy will outweigh the aforementioned
trade-offs. Whatever the future of endoscopy presents, these trade-offs will be worth it
long-term to provide superior care for the patient, more knowledge of the human body,
and properties/attributes of disease progression.
Standard systems engineering analysis excels when the voice of the customer is
involved and the use cases and requirements are defined. However, the historical aspect
of this work makes involving past customers and users impossible. The requirements and
use cases presented here are a mixture of literature and decomposition from the current
system. We strived to keep the architecture unbiased, but we know that with assumptions
there comes some bias elements. This is also true for the speculation of future endoscopic
systems. For the scope of this work, we are providing our perspective based on
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knowledge of the current system and similar technologies. The hope is that this
architecture created can be used as a foundation for others in the fields (both endoscopy
or biomedical imaging and systems engineering) to glean new ideas and find additional
trends to bolster the next generation system even more. Similar to sensational
skyscrapers, the future endoscopic system will need a great set of blueprints
(architecture) and inputs from people (customers) in several fields and clinical settings.
The goal of endoscopy remains the same, to provide an image of the cavity explored (to
benefit the patient’s long-term health). Hopefully, exploring the past endoscopes will
establish new endoscopes with higher quality, more in-depth images.
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Abstract
Colorectal cancer is the 3rd leading cancer for incidence and mortality rates.
Positive treatment outcomes have been associated with early detection; however, early
stage lesions have limited contrast to surrounding mucosa. A potential technology to
enhance early stage detection is hyperspectral imaging (HSI). While HSI technologies
have been previously utilized to detect colorectal cancer ex vivo or post-operation, they
have been difficult to employ in real-time endoscopy scenarios. Here, we describe an
LED-based multifurcated light guide and spectral light source that can provide
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illumination for spectral imaging at frame rates necessary for video-rate endoscopy. We
also present an updated light source optical ray-tracing model that resulted in further
optimization and provided a ~10X light transmission increase compared to the initial
prototype. Future work will iterate simulation and benchtop testing of the hyperspectral
endoscopic system to achieve the goal of video-rate spectral endoscopy.

Introduction
The suffix -scopy comes from the Greek word -skopia meaning “view,
observe”154. In modern English the suffix implies use of an instrument, referred to as a “scope”, to examine aspects of the universe. To examine our world (or other worlds) we
use a telescope/telescopy, to see the world invisible to the naked eye we use a
microscope/microscopy and to see internal cavities of the human body we use
endoscopes or bronchoscopes/endoscopy. Endoscopes visualize the upper and lower
gastrointestinal (GI) tract for abnormalities such as Barrett’s esophagus, diverticulitis and
colorectal cancer. Bronchoscopes are used to visualize the first three major branches of
the bronchial tract in the lungs to detect and characterize fluid accumulation, asthma,
COPD and lung cancer.
Lung and colorectal cancers are among the top three cancers in incidence and
mortality rates in the United States5,6. Interestingly these high risk cancers occur in
organs that we have the ability to access and visualize. The gold standard screening
technology is white light endoscopy (WLE) for the GI tract and white light bronchoscopy
(WLB) for the bronchial tract. However, early stage lesions may often go undetected
during an endoscopic screening8,28. Prior studies of colorectal endoscopy effectiveness
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have documented limitations that include: low contrast of early stage or small lesions
compared to the surrounding mucosa and the limited ability to determine the metastatic
or invasive potential of lesions155,156. Hence, a key limitation in endoscopy is the ability
to visualize and accurately classify types of lesions. Miss rates for colorectal lesions may
involve an expertise bias factor, where novice gastroenterologists or medical students
have shown higher miss rates than experts22. Pulmonology studies have demonstrated
similar detection limitations when examining the upper airways32,150,157. Newer
modalities have been developed for enhanced visualization of endoscopically-accessible
organs including: chromoendoscopy (CE), narrow-band imaging (NBI), autofluorescence
imaging (AFI), radial endobronchial ultrasound (R-EBUS) and optical coherence
tomography (OCT)20,21,23,29,157–159. Unfortunately, newer macroscopic imaging techniques
(CE, NBI and AFI) have shown minimal improvements for detection accuracy and
exterior scans (R-BUS and OCT) of the peripheral bronchial tree are in the infancy stages
of development. Hence, there is a need for improved endoscopic imaging technologies
that can provide enhanced contrast between “normal” tissue and abnormalities and
determine the composition of those abnormalities (estimation of composition, staging and
metastatic potential).
One solution may be to incorporate hyperspectral imaging (HSI) into routine
endoscopic screening procedures. Hyperspectral imaging captures a two-dimensional
spatial image over a range of wavelengths creating a hyperspectral image cube. Each
pixel is a spectrum that can be analyzed to estimate the abundance of respective
components in that pixel. Hyperspectral imaging can be implemented over different
wavelength ranges using different contrast modalities, including reflectance or
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fluorescence. The broader utility of hyperspectral imaging has been demonstrated in
remote sensing notably through agriculture and archaeology14,16,35,38, food
processing40,160, historical documentation and art preservation42,41. Within the medical
field, HSI has been exemplified through image guided surgeries and cancer
detection17,161–163. Studies that have incorporated spectroscopic techniques, with a focus
on HSI, into endoscopy thus far have integrated one of the following: a change in the
light path, a separate probe (i.e. Raman) through the endoscope working channel or a
hyperspectral camera164–166. The latter two approaches are more prevalent in
gastroenterology literature. Prior studies have compared the spectral characteristics of
healthy and cancerous tissues in vivo using a hyperspectral endoscopic setup with
narrowband filter wheels45. The feasibility of an in vivo Raman probe was also
investigated by introducing the probe through the working channel of an endoscope for
the detection of gastric cancer43. Additional studies have shown that reflectance spectral
data in the visible167 and infrared53 ranges can be used to characterize healthy and
cancerous gastric tissues. Finally, preliminary ex vivo studies have shown that colorectal
tissues may be classified using spectral image data, as referenced to histopathology47.
However, there are four key aspects of prior studies that point to the limitations of current
HSI and spectroscopic techniques in endoscopy and the need for further technology
development: 1) prior studies have been performed almost exclusively ex vivo using
resected tissues, 2) the majority of prior studies have utilized reflectance spectroscopic
data, 3) single-point measurements, such as with Raman spectroscopy probes, have not
been able to visualize large tissue areas as would be needed for real-time screening and 4)
snapshot HSI approaches provide spectral information at the price of reduced resolution
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and loss of signal. While many prior studies indicate an end-goal of developing real-time
endoscopic imaging systems, the majority of prior work has been limited to ex vivo
preparations, likely due to a combination of challenges including those associated with
obtaining IRB and regulatory approval, difficulties associated with implementing an
integrated real-time HSI endoscope system, and the limited signal strength available if
the HSI approach is implemented at video-rate speeds47,53,167. Correspondingly, most
prior HSI studies have utilized only reflectance spectral data, as the signal strength is
higher than fluorescence and much higher than Raman modalities45,47,53,167. However,
there is likely valuable information contained in fluorescence spectral data and an
approach that could sample both reflectance and fluorescence modalities could provide
enhanced visualization and diagnostic capabilities. Normal and abnormal tissues are
expected to present distinct spectral differences due to changes such as reflectance
vascular density or fluorescence metabolism markers29,168,169,146,170–172. Hence, using a
mixture of reflectance and fluorescence spectral signals could provide additional contrast
needed to enhance visual differences between tissue types and improve visualization. A
subsection of endoscopic spectroscopy studies involve single-point measurements
including diffuse optical and Raman spectroscopy which can provide detailed molecular
composition, but only of a single point in the tissue43. The main limitation of these
techniques is the need to sample the tissue on a point-by-point basis, which may lead to
long procedure times. Lastly, many prior studies implementing HSI into endoscopy have
used the snapshot technique to acquire a spectral image stack47,53,167. However, this
approach may be limited in that it requires a trade-off between reduced spatial and
spectral resolution49. Hence, challenges remain in developing a viable endoscopic HSI
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platform, but regardless of the approach, a new HSI technology needs to provide a
comparable field of view (FOV) to the gold standard WLE, in vivo capabilities and
video-rate image data acquisition, preferably with the option to detect mixed modalities
(reflectance and fluorescence).
We have previously reported on the use of excitation-scanning hyperspectral
imaging to discriminate fluorescent markers (nuclei, green fluorescent proteins and tissue
autofluorescence) in mice lung tissue models48,147,173–175. Our previous microscope-based
approaches allowed collection of the entire fluorescence emission above a cut-off
wavelength for each excitation wavelength band providing improved photon statistics and
therefore a higher signal-to-noise ratio, when compared to similarly configured emissionscanning approaches. Furthermore, fluorescence microscopy image acquisition speeds
were able to be increased by a factor of ~10X for excitation-scanning approaches
compared to emission-scanning. However, a limitation of these prior implementations is
that they used an array of thin film tunable filters to provide spectral excitation and the
mechanical tuning required 50-200 ms to switch between wavelengths. Hence, while
prior microscope-based systems have shown great potential for fixed and/or single field
of view images, they have not been capable of acquiring video-rate hyperspectral image
data. To develop an excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging system for endoscopic
use, wavelength switch times need to be much shorter – on the order of ~100 μs. Here,
we present an imaging approach that utilizes wavelength-specific LEDs as the spectral
excitation source. Similar approaches found in literature for LED-based HSI systems
were designed for diffuse, macroscopic reflectance imaging which has minimal ability to
couple to an illumination fiber of an endoscope176,177. Here, we developed a novel
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multifurcated solid light guide to combine optical output from many LEDs and couple the
output into an endoscope illumination fiber. The electronic switching of LEDs is on the
order of 100 ns. In this manuscript, we present the initial specifications for a proof-ofconcept LED-based spectral light source for endoscopy, initial benchtop testing and
computational simulations to optimize the light path. Results demonstrate that excitationscanning hyperspectral imaging for video-rate endoscopy is possible. A resulting system
from this work could provide spectral endoscopy screening for enhanced visualization of
colorectal cancers.

Methods
Here, we present an iterative, systems-based methodology for developing the
prototype spectral endoscope system that includes: 1) optical simulations of a proof-ofconcept multi-branched solid light guide, 2) benchtop testing a LED-based spectral light
source with the fabricated proof-of-concept solid light guide for endoscopic settings, and
3) revised optical simulations for further improving the solid light guide that lead to an
optimized design for the spectral illumination assembly. The initial iteration of a multibranched solid light guide is referred to as the alpha light guide design phase and the
revised iteration of the light guide is referred to as the beta light guide design phase.
Parametric optical simulations for the beta light guide are further divided into 3 tiers: Tier
1 – single lightpipe parameters, Tier 2 – combining lightpipe branches and Tier 3 –
optimized multi-furcated solid light guide designs. For this manuscript a light guide
refers to a combination of lightpipes. A key element of the system is an array of
wavelength-specific LEDs to provide the spectral illumination to the endoscope. Herein,
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we use the term λLED to denote wavelength-specific LEDs and as a reminder that many
narrowband (typically 20 nm FWHM) light sources are utilized for spectral illumination.

Proof of concept λLED -based spectral light source.
Alpha light guide design – To assess the feasibility of a spectral endoscopic light source
based upon multiple λLED sources combined through a multifurcated solid light guide,
we first developed computational models of solid light guides. We then manufactured a
proof-of-concept alpha prototype solid light guide from the simulation results and
performed bench testing for optical efficacy. We then constructed a spectral light source
utilizing the alpha prototype solid light guide and coupled the spectral light source to an
endoscope. All light path modeling was simulated using Monte Carlo-based optical ray
tracing software (TracePro, Lambda Research Co.). To assess repeatability of the ray
tracing, an initial simulation was performed 5 times with 1,000,000 rays traced. The
output irradiance of the system was measured and found no variation between subsequent
ray traces. This was deemed a statistically sufficient number of rays to accurately model
the simulations for this study. To verify that 1,000,000 rays were accurate, we also
performed simulations with 100,000 and 5,000,000 rays and found that the output
irradiance varied by less than 0.05%. The materials and parameters selected for the light
path components of the alpha design are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Key parameters used for ray trace simulations of the alpha phase multi-furcated light guide

Light Source: Cree® LED C503B-BAS/BAN/GAS/GAN

Optics: Light Guide
Detector/Interrogation Plane/Irradiance Map

Wavelength (nm)

527

Luminous Intensity (cd)

30

Radiated Power (mW)

10

Full Viewing Angle (°)

15

Rays Traced

1,000,000

Material/Refractive Index

Plexiglass/1.49

Distance from Source (mm)

2

Diameter (mm)

50

Distance from Guide (mm)

50

The alpha light guide computational models simulated a LED light source (Cree®
LED C503B-GAS, Cree Inc.) with a narrow (15° full angle) angular illumination
distribution. Light was directed through a solid lightpipe or light guide using material
properties with a refractive index of 1.49 (Plexiglass). The emitted flux from the output
of the light guide was measured at the exiting face and with an interrogation plane
perpendicular to the light guide output. Percent transmission through the light guide (e.g.,
optical efficiency) and the illumination distribution were calculated.
The alpha light guide computational models tested individual geometric
parameters including lightpipe diameter, arc length of lightpipe curvature (as a function
of radius and angle of the curvature), branching structures and spacing between distal
branches of a light guide. The geometries for the alpha phase design were rendered using
CAD (Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk Inc.) and imported to TracePro. A circular crosssection was used for all lightpipe and light guide geometries. Transmission throughput
was calculated by dividing the output flux from the common end of the light guide by the
input flux to the light guide branches from the λLED. From these tests and data, a final
alpha phase 16 branched solid light guide was designed in CAD (Autodesk Inventor,
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Autodesk Inc.) then imported into TracePro for final optical simulations (see Figure 9). A
ray trace was performed for each input branch to determine transmission throughput and
loss per branch. This design was used to assess the initial feasibility of utilizing a
multifurcated light guide for a λLED -based spectral light source.

Figure 9. Rendering of the alpha phase multi-branched solid light guide in ray tracing software for
simulated optical analysis. The small disks at the top of the rendering modeled the illumination from each
LED. The small disk at the bottom of the model is the exit surface, interrogation plane.

Spectral endoscopic light source – The alpha light guide design was fabricated by
injection molding of optical grade acrylic to combine an array of wavelength-specific
LEDs (λLEDs) to a common output. High-powered surface mount λLEDs (SMBBXXXXXXX-XXX, Marubeni Co.) were implemented with an average (full) viewing angle of
22° and power outputs ranging from 120 to 750 mW, depending on wavelength. A
custom printed circuit board (PCB) was designed (Pad2Pad, Pad2Pad Inc.) to align
λLEDs with distal light guide branches. A coupler from a commercial endoscopic light
source (Olympus CLK-4, Olympus Medical Systems Corp.) was integrated to align the
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optical, proximal output of the light guide with the illumination input of a compatible
fiber scope (Olympus CF-P20S). A second custom PCB employed current drivers (RCDXX-X.XX, RECOM Power) to independently control intensity and cycling of each
λLED. Other electronic components included a 15V power converter and a relay switch
to supply standard facility power to the current controller PCB. The electrical interface is
further detailed using a system architecture internal block diagram (IBD) (Figure 10).
Additional mechanical components included an internal fan for LED heat dissipation and
an air pump for potential tissue/cavity inflation scenarios through the scope. The
multifurcated solid light guide was fabricated to be approximately 9” length by 12”
width, and was housed within the complete spectral light source rackmount (25” L x 19”
W x 7” H). These system details can be seen in Figure 11.
The IBD presents the flow of power to illuminate the λLEDs and the signals used
to control the intensity and cycle of illumination. The perimeter in Figure 10 defines the
black box boundaries of the electrical subsystem with inputs on the left and outputs on
the right. The electrical and optical subsystems are prioritized to emphasize the novel
features and techniques developed for the hyperspectral endoscope system. The
completed spectral light source was coupled with a retired Olympus CF-P20S endoscope
for proof-of-concept benchtop testing (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. A systems architecture internal block diagram view of the electric interface of the hyperspectral
endoscopic light source, specifically for the alpha design proof-of-concept light source.

Figure 11. Complete proof-of-concept spectral endoscope system overview. (A) System photograph with
labels for the major subsystems: computer, spectral light source, scope and camera. (B) Top view of the
spectral light source with labels for the key electronic components previously described in Fig.2. The
spectral light source optical pathway combines illumination from the λLEDs into a single output using a
novel multi-branched solid light guide. The output is then coupled to the illumination fiber of a standard
endoscope.

Benchtop testing alpha hyperspectral endoscopic system consisted of determining
optical power throughput and testing image quality in tissue models. The transmission
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intensity was measured using a spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean Optics) and integrating
sphere (4P-GPS-030-SF, Labsphere) calibrated to a NIST-traceable response using a
standardized light source (LS-1-CAL, Ocean Optics). All measurements were acquired
by averaging 10 scans of the spectrometer. Irradiance data was collected from: 1) the raw
λLED, 2) the output of the light guide coupled to the λLED and 3) the output of the
endoscope coupled to the light guide and λLED. Measurements were acquired over a
range of currents supplied to the λLED, as regulated using an analog reference voltage
signal supplied by a National Instruments PCI-6723 card to the current drivers (the MultiChannel Signal Breakout of Figure 10). The current drivers supplied current to each
λLED with an output that was inversely proportional to the analog reference voltage
supplied to the driver (reference voltage ranged from 5V to 0.5V in increments of 0.5V).
The maximum power output from the light guide and from the endoscope were divided
by the maximum raw λLED power to calculate the % transmission through each stage of
the system. The range of power measurements was used to provide a correlation between
power output and analog reference voltage inputs to ensure a flat spectral output (i.e.,
even illumination intensity across all λLEDs).
Preliminary tissue images were acquired using an external camera (Zyla 5.5, Andor)
and relay lens assembly coupled at the endoscope eyepiece. Discarded swine tissues were
obtained from the University of South Alabama Vivarium, following IACUC-approved
procedures associated with medical student and surgical fellow training. Samples were
rinsed thoroughly with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and attached to a mechanical
holder such that the proximal end of each tissue was clamped shut and the distal end was
open to allow endoscope insertion. The endoscope was inserted and sample images and
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video feed were acquired at several locations. A range of acquisition times and
illumination intensities were compared to determine optimal settings.
Optimized ray trace modeling.
Benchtop testing and tissue imaging results from the alpha phase light source
(results in Section 3.2) indicated feasibility of a multi-branched light guide for spectral
illumination, however, further investigation for optimal geometric design of the light
guide was needed. Therefore, a second iteration (beta phase) of computational ray trace
models was developed to determine an optimal multi-branched light guide design.
Optical material and geometric parameters were updated to better match the physical
properties of the high-power λLEDs in benchtop testing and from the knowledge of the
alpha light guide simulations (Table 3).

Table 3. Key parameters used for ray trace simulations of the beta phase multifurcated light guide

Light Source: Marubeni LED SMB1N-525-02

Optics: Light Guide

Detector/Interrogation Plane/Irradiance Map

Wavelength (nm)

525

Luminous Intensity (cd)

270

Radiated Power (mW)

230

Full Viewing Angle (°)

22

Rays Traced

100,000

Material/Refractive Index

Acrylic/1.49

Distance from Source (mm)

2

Surface Property

Perfect Absorber

Diameter (mm)

5

Distance from Guide (mm)

2

The optical parameters of the high-power λLEDs, acquired for the proof-ofconcept light source, were imported from the manufacturer specifications sheet using the
Surface Source Property Editor in TracePro for the ray tracing analysis. The model
repeatability analysis mentioned above was conducted to determine the number of rays
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required to yield repeatable model results in efficient time periods. Tracing 100,000 rays
yielded sufficient repeatable results (repeatability fluctuation of ≤0.05%), while allowing
for relatively rapid computational times when iterating through geometric parameter
values. The light guide material was adjusted to match the fabricated alpha light guide.
The size and placement of the interrogation plane was adjusted to more accurately predict
the coupling efficiency with an endoscopic illumination fiber. Mechanical, non-optical
components were not included in the ray trace simulation. In addition, the CLK-4
coupler was not included in the ray trace simulation, as it is part of the detection pathway
and the ray trace simulation was performed to optimize the illumination optics. A
parametric simulation process was used that varied one or more geometric variables
independently (i.e., arc length or wavelength illuminated). A separate iteration of the
model was performed for each value of each independent variable. The output of each
iteration was saved in the form of an irradiance map of the interrogation plane and %
transmission of the light guide. Irradiance maps were normalized to the emitted flux of
the LED. This process was repeated for every value of the independent variable for every
independent variable altered.
Performance requirements of the beta phase model were defined in order to
achieve improved physical outcomes over the alpha phase prototype: 1) The endoscopic
system as a whole should be capable of providing an optical output of 10 mW at each
wavelength band. 2) The optical output of the multifurcated light guide should have a
numerical aperture equal to or less than that of the endoscope/bronchoscope illumination
fiber to enable efficient optical coupling. 3) The optical output should be stable and the
output at each wavelength band should be equal in order to achieve flat spectral
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illumination. Manufacturer properties for each λLED were tabulated and compared in
order to ensure that a flat spectral profile could be achieved for a specified optical
illumination power (Table 4).
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Table 4. Manufacturer-supplied properties of the high-powered surface mount LEDs used in the beta phase
simulations and in the alpha phase prototype. Physical light sources were used in the prototype spectral
light source (Figure 11) and digital light sources, by importing the optical properties to TracePro for
simulation loops (first column). The tabulated data were used to determine the theoretical % transmission
required at each wavelength of LED to achieve a specified power output. As an example, if the desired
power output is specified as 10 mW, the 395 nm LED chip can achieve this power output even if the
transmission of the spectral system is as low as 1%, while the 590 nm LED (a lower output chip than 395
nm chip) would require 8% transmission to achieve an optical power output of 10 mW.

Marubeni LEDs

Radiated
Power @
Current
Forward
(mW)

Desired Power Output (mW)

Forward
Current
(mA)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

1

SMB1N-365V-02

500

500

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

2

SMB1N-375V-02

500

560

2%

4%

5%

7%

9%

11%

13%

3

SMB1N-395V-02

500

750

1%

3%

4%

5%

7%

8%

9%

4

SMB1N-405V-02

500

710

1%

3%

4%

6%

7%

8%

10%

5

SMB1N-420H-02

350

420

2%

5%

7%

10%

12%

14%

17%

6

SMB1N-D450-02

350

480

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

13%

15%

7

SMB1N-D470-02

350

470

2%

4%

6%

9%

11%

13%

15%

8

SMB1N-490H-02

350

240

4%

8%

13%

17%

21%

25%

29%

9

SMB1N-515V-02

350

250

4%

8%

12%

16%

20%

24%

28%

10

SMB1N-D520-02

350

250

4%

8%

12%

16%

20%

24%

28%

11

SMB1N-525V-02

350

230

4%

9%

13%

17%

22%

26%

30%

12

SMB1N-590-02

350

120

8%

17%

25%

33%

42%

50%

58%

13

SMB1N-620-02

350

190

5%

11%

16%

21%

26%

32%

37%

14

SMB1N-D630-02

350

330

3%

6%

9%

12%

15%

18%

21%

15

SMB1N-D660-02

350

250

4%

8%

12%

16%

20%

24%

28%

16

SMB1N-670D-02

350

290

3%

7%

10%

14%

17%

21%

24%

17

SMB1N-680-02

600

170

6%

12%

18%

24%

29%

35%

41%

18

SMB1N-750-02

800

290

3%

7%

10%

14%

17%

21%

24%

19

SMB1N-810D-02

800

560

2%

4%

5%

7%

9%

11%

13%

20

SMB1N-850D-02

1000

650

2%

3%

5%

6%

8%

9%

11%

21

SMB1N-940D-02

1000

630

2%

3%

5%

6%

8%

10%

11%

Macro
List
Identifier

The following two sections describe the systematic and parametric evaluation of
the beta phase light guide. The first section (Tier 1 & 2) describes simulation of single
(unbranched) and dual (converging two lightpipe branches together) lightpipe geometries.
The second section (Tier 3) describes simulation of more complex multi-branched solid
light guide models.
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Lightpipe simulations (Tier 1 & 2) – Tier 1 beta phase models were similar in
design to models of the alpha phase light guide, but with updated variables and material
properties. Parametric sensitivity studies evaluated effects of lightpipe diameter, length
and curvature. Tier 2 beta phase models studied the optical tendencies of two merging
lightpipes and evaluated the effects of alternating the spacing between the distal ends of
merged lightpipes.
Multifurcated light guide simulations (Tier 3) – Tier 3 of the ray trace
modeling for the beta phase multi-branched solid light guide implemented key findings
and optical geometry values from the Tier 1 (single lightpipe curvature) and Tier 2
(merging two lightpipes together) models to create new light guide geometries. The
creation of new geometries focused on size of curve (radius and angle), how the branches
merged and the final size of the completed model. Four multi-branched solid light guide
geometries were rendered and evaluated. The independent variables for these models
included the selection of the distal branch of the light guide that was coupled to the λLED
and the wavelength of the λLED used. For all of the model geometries, branch one was
denoted as the branch at the bottom-right of the viewing window, with branch numbers
increasing for every branch above. A range of wavelength bands (LED model numbers
and associated optical properties) were evaluated, from 365 nm to 940 nm (Table 4) to
observe any changes in transmission between branches and to identify which
wavelengths had improved transmission.
A symmetrical design (Figure 12.D) was evaluated that combined 16 branches
with 4 merge points. The percent transmission was measured after each merge point (the
addition of merge points/branches are shown in each row of Figure 12) and at the final
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common exit of the light guide in order to assess the location(s) of the greatest loss in
transmission. A related design was also evaluated that utilized 2 merge points (Figure
12.F). In addition, a “wave shaped” light guide was developed with either 8 or 16
branches, where all branches followed the same path and curved the same direction with
arbitrary spacing between each branch (Figure 12.G-H). As opposed to the symmetrical
designs, the “wave shaped” designs had only one main merge point. An additional “wave
shaped” light guide (Figure 12.I) was also evaluated that utilized a 45° sweep angle
instead of a 90° sweep angle.
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Figure 12. TracePro rendering of the models used in simulation to observe the transmission of light through
a multi-branched solid light guide. The percent transmission of each light guide branch was monitored for
the symmetrical model at (A) two branches, (B) four branches, (C) eight branches and (D) sixteen
branches. A symmetrical model with a reduced number of merge points at (E) four branches and (F) sixteen
branches was also evaluated. In addition, a non-symmetrical geometry that was labeled a “wave shaped”
geometry was evaluated for (G) an eight-branch light guide with 90° sweeping angles, (H) a sixteen-branch
light guide with 90° sweeping angles and (I) a sixteen-branch light guide with 45° sweeping angles.

Results and Discussion
Spectral imaging holds great promise for translation into biomedical screening
devices such as endoscopes. Narrow-band imaging and autofluorescence imaging have
integrated aspects of spectral specificity into endoscopy but only with one or two
bandwidths of illumination. The technology presented here allows many bandwidths of
illumination providing a more complete spectral analysis. Resulting spectroscopic data
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could provide an enhanced visualization of blood flow or metabolic changes in real time.
However, studies thus far that have accomplished spectroscopic imaging in endoscopy
via snapshot, Raman or filtering techniques cannot provide substantial spatial and
spectral resolution or real-time operations. Our prior work with excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging reduces the emission filtering to increase acquisition speeds (3 s
per spectral image using emission-scanning to 300 ms per spectral image using
excitation-scanning). This work presents further reduction of illumination filtering by
introducing λLEDs to achieve spectral imaging. To our knowledge, this is the first
implementation of a multifurcated solid light guide for providing wavelength-band
illumination for spectral imaging.
Alpha light guide models
Here, we describe a parametric modeling approach and subsequent prototyping
efforts and proof-of-principle testing to evaluate the potential of a multi-channel light
guide for use in spectral imaging applications. The single lightpipe parametric tests and
merging lightpipes tests led to the proof-of-concept solid light guide design from Figure
9. Alpha phase ray trace simulations measured the output flux at the respective surfaces
of a given light guide configuration divided by the total power output of the λLED (10
mW) to determine the transmission efficiency. A summary of all alpha phase model
results is given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Summary of results from the alpha phase multi-branched solid light guide ray tracing modeling.
Columns 2 and 3 indicate the independent variables that were iteratively tested over the range of values,
respectively. Column 4 provides an illustration of each lightpipe model geometry. Column 5 summarizes
the results of each parameter tested.
Parameter

Independent
Values

Ind. Value Ranges

Lightpipe
Diameter

Diameter
(mm)

1, 5, 10, 25, 50

92% with 10
mm diameter

Lightpipe
Length

Length (mm)

10, 50, 250, 500, 750, 1000

~60%
independent of
length

Lightpipe
Curve

Angle (°)

30°-180° increments of 15°
at 50 mm radius

55% max for
all θ values
above 100 mm
radius

Radius (mm)

Lightpipe
Double
Curve

Visualization

10-50 increments of 10,
100, 150, 300, 500 at 60°
angle

Results

Radius (mm)

Same ranges holding the
first curve constant at given
values iterating on the
second curve

The results are
the same as the
single curve
above

Number of
Lightpipes

Branches (bn)

1 Branch - 6 Branches

~20%
illumination
reduction for
each branch
increase

Lightpipe
Spacing

Length (mm)

Parallel: 10, 15, 20, 40

Spacing has
NO effect on
the
transmission

Angle (°)

Staggered: 20 if Adjacent,
10 if Opposite.

Mirrored: 20

Optical transmission increased with increasing lightpipe diameter ranging from 395%. The alpha phase light guide was modeled with a diameter of 5 mm (73% for this
diameter) to couple with the high power λLEDs (with a lens diameter of 5 mm on the
LED chip) while maintaining a smaller footprint for the light guide. Transmission
through increasing lightpipe lengths resulted in a transmission range of 56-60%.
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Lightpipe curvature (a function of the radius and angle of a circumscribed arc) testing
resulted in a transmission increase with increasing arc radius to a maximum transmission
of ~55% for arc radii ≥ 100 mm, for all angles tested. Bifurcated lightpipe geometries
were also evaluated that consisted of a curved lightpipe (radius: 20 mm angle: 90°)
merged with a straight lightpipe. Additional branches were added at equidistant spacing
to study the effects of lightpipe furcation, with increasing branch numbers (branch 1 was
designated as the branch closest to the common output and branch n as the farthest).
Branch positions and spacing were evaluated iteratively. Increasing branches decreased
the transmitted light at the output from 66% (for 1 branch) to 7% (for 6 branches).
Additional multifurcated models were implemented to evaluate the effects of staggered
and mirrored branch geometries, with similar results to the parallel branching model.
Spacing between branches presented negligible changes in the transmitted light for all
configurations.
The results of the alpha phase ray trace modeling provided a foundation to design
an initial proof-of-principle multifurcated light guide. An initial design was developed
that combined 16 branches to a common output. The alpha design light guide was
constrained to 2 dimensions to simplify injection-mold fabrication. Spacing between the
distal branches was set 20 mm apart to create a linear λLED array and allow sufficient
spacing between λLEDs for heatsinks and cooling. The curvature of each branch was
selected as a compromise between achieving optical transmission (as a result of previous
ray tracing results) and overall size (footprint) of the light guide. Distal curves were
specified with a radius of 70 mm and angle of 35°, while proximal curves were specified
with a radius of 100 mm and angle of 37°. The larger proximal curves and the smaller
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distal curves allowed reduced converging angles among branches. The resulting alpha
light guide design was constructed in CAD (Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk Inc.) and
imported into TracePro for analysis. Ray trace modeling of the final alpha light guide
design resulted in optical transmission ranging from 11% transmission for selected
middle branches to 49% transmission for outer branches. At the conclusion of the alpha
phase modeling, a prototype alpha phase light guide was manufactured by Apollo Optical
Systems, Inc. An injection mold was constructed and the light guide produced from
optical grade acrylic according to the design specifications of the CAD drawing. The
alpha phase light guide was then evaluated using bench testing and subsequently
incorporated into a prototype spectral illuminator for coupling to a fiber-based
endoscope, as described below.

Benchtop testing prototype
A proof-of-concept spectral light source was designed to evaluate the ability of
the multifurcated light guide to combine optical output from an array of λLEDs to a
common output that could be coupled to the illumination fiber of a commercial
endoscope. Benchtop testing included evaluation of the optical transmission of the
multifurcated light guide, the transmission of the light guide + endoscope assembly and
acquiring initial feasibility image data. Radiant flux and transmittance were measured for
each λLED of the system, as well as through the alpha phase multifurcated light guide,
and through the light guide + endoscope. Irradiance measurement stability (repeatability)
was verified at 3 λLEDs by repeating measurements 5 times, with a complete system
restart between each test. The coefficient of variation for each λLED ranged from 0.0015
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to 0.0041, indicating high repeatability. The λLED-based spectral light source +
endoscope was then used to acquire test images of swine colon. Test images included
spectral reflectance and fluorescence (tissue autofluorescence) modalities (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Results from benchtop testing the proof-of-concept light source for spectral LED (λLED). (A)
The spectraradiometric power of the 670 nm LED measured as the raw λLED, as transmitted through the
light guide and as transmitted through the light guide + endoscope assembly. (B) The illumination %
transmission for each λLED through the light guide as seen in Figure 11.B and through the light guide +
endoscope. The subtrahend from these data would be the losses through the light guide and endoscope
respectively. (C) Irradiance data from panel A rescaled to highlight the light guide and endoscope curves.
(D) Transmission from panel B rescaled to highlight the lower transmission through the endoscope. The
365 nm LED did not transmit through the endoscope likely due to poor transmission through the
illumination fiber. (E) An example false-colored reflectance spectral image stack and (F) a false-colored
autofluorescence spectral image stack. Images false-colored according to wavelength using NIS Elements
software (Nikon Elements).
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Benchtop testing resulted in a relatively low optical transmission through the light
guide (0.01% to 4.37% depending on branch). Coupling through the endoscope
illumination fiber resulted in additional transmission loss of 2-4% (these losses are in line
with expected transmission efficiencies through an endoscope illumination fiber). As an
example, the raw output of the 670 nm λLED achieved a peak spectraradiometric flux of
~2400 mW/cm2 nm (Figure 13.A), while the power when transmitted through the light
guide was ~60 mW/cm2 nm and the power when transmitted through the light guide +
endoscope was ~12 mW/cm2 nm (Figure 13.C). The transmitted light was measured
through the light guide for each λLED in the set array and through the light guide +
endoscope providing the output of the given λLED-branch combinations for the current
prototype assembly (Figure 13.B,D). The 365 nm LED did not transmit through this
system. The assumption is that the filters and fiber material of the endoscope block any
UV light from transmitting to the colorectum to minimize radiation damage. This longer
UV wavelength LED was selected in the prototype’s array to test a wide selection of
λLEDs for throughput and potential utility for fluorescence imaging by exciting known
endogenous fluorescent tissue components (i.e. collagen, elastin or FAD)170–172,178. Due to
the injection-molded nature of the solid light guide (i.e., manufactured as a single optical
component), it was not possible to experimentally measure optical loss or percent
transmission changes that occurred as a result of light guide branching at the branch
points. However, ray trace simulations indicate that branch points have a compounding
effect of optical losses, with each branch point contributing a similar fractional
transmission loss. Also, it should be noted that curvature of the endoscope itself could
result in some small losses and to minimize this variable from the experiments the
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endoscope was held straight for each test. In future work, light losses through the
endoscope as a result of curvature will also be investigated179,180.
Preliminary feasibility tests were also conducted using the spectral endoscope to
image excised sections of swine colon. The power output of each λLED was adjusted in
order to achieve a uniform spectral illumination profile. In order to achieve a specified
power output for each wavelength, some scenarios only illuminated a subset of λLEDs
available in order to provide the specified power to the endoscope tip. Therefore, the test
images shown in Figure 13.E-F used a reduced number of wavelengths in order to
achieve a flat spectral illumination profile. A reflectance spectral image stack was
acquired (Figure 13.E) using λLEDs from 450 nm to 940 nm (12 λLEDs) at 0.3 mW
illumination power and 100 ms integration time (1.2 s per image stack). If the full λLED
array were used it would take 1.6 s for a reflectance image stack at 100 ms per
wavelength band. One aspect to note is the green and blue channels provided enhanced
contrast of vascular structures, similar to NBI (better seen in Figure A1 & Figure A2).
The fluorescence spectral image stack (Figure 13.F) used 3 λLEDs (420 nm, 470 nm and
525 nm) at 0.3 mW, exciting fluorescence at wavelengths below the 560 nm emission
filter cutoff. Spectral images were acquired at 10 seconds (30 s per image stack) to allow
sufficient signal integration. This current setup could acquire a full fluorescence image
stack in 160 s (2.67 min) if all 16 λLEDs excited the FOV and the respective emission
spectra was filtered to the detector. All images were false-colored by wavelength using
NIS Elements software (Nikon Instruments). The power and acquisition times used for
this initial feasibility test represent trade-offs between imaging speed and sensitivity as a
result of the relatively low transmission of the alpha phase light guide and 0.3 mW of
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illumination power. Images were acquired at the acquisition times stated above to provide
the current optimal spatial resolution in an image (purely the qualitative best image
acquired) and sample reflectance videos were captured with varied acquisition speeds to
prioritize framerate with a distinguishable field of view (current optimum is 8 fps). It
should be noted that we were not acquiring or detecting colorectal cancer in these
samples, purely spectral imagery examples using an endoscope.
While the alpha phase prototype was sufficient to demonstrate proof-of-principle
operation and allow acquisition of initial image datasets, the optical power available at
the endoscope tip was low, resulting in poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in the acquired
images, especially when operating in fluorescence modality (Figure 13.F). Upon
comparison between the optical transmission of the simulation (11% - 49%) and the
physical prototype (0.01% - 4.37%), it became clear that a return to the computational ray
trace software was required to both refine the accuracy of the model and to evaluate
alternative design geometries in an effort to increase transmission efficiency. Within the
TracePro environment, the light guide material was updated from plexiglass to optical
acrylic. In addition, the λLED was updated from the initial Cree 527 nm LED to a
Marubeni 525 nm LED. Finally, the interrogation plane (detection surface) was resized to
match the input fiber bundle of an endoscope (5 mm diameter instead of 50 mm) and
moved closer to the output of the light guide (2 mm between instead of 50 mm). These
changes resulted in transmission of 3.9% in simulation for the 525 nm LED, which better
coincides with the measured 2.1% transmission from benchtop testing. The light loss with
this proof-of-concept spectral light source is significant and does not currently allow for
the real-time excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging goal. However, with the resulting
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transmission and the test images shown, it can be inferred that with adequate optical
throughput we can achieve our excitation-scanning goals.
Beta light guide models
The benchtop testing of the alpha phase prototype was sufficient for
demonstrating initial feasibility of the excitation-scanning approach in an endoscopic
scenario, but did not provide sufficient illumination power necessary to achieve quality
SNR fluorescence images (Figure 13.D). However, construction of the prototype system
did provide an opportunity for model validation, revision of model parameters to better
match real-world operation and revision of specifications for the desired end product. A
beta light guide was next modeled using revised model parameters. Tier 1 & 2 ray tracing
simulations reassessed the alpha phase modeling using these revised parameters and
constraints. Results were consistent with the alpha phase models (Table 6).
For beta phase models, optical transmission increased with increasing lightpipe
diameter, achieving a maximum of 86 % with diameters of 8 mm or larger. Optical
transmission also increased for decreasing lightpipe length. However, even for long
lightpipes (>100 mm) a minimum transmission of 72% was achieved. Curved lightpipes
were defined as a function of the radius and angle of a circumscribed arc. All angle
values tested (15° – 90°, in increments of 15°) resulted in an increase of transmission
with increasing arc radius to a maximum transmission of ~50% for arc radii ≥ 100 mm.
Double curved lightpipes exhibited no transmission differences from a single curved
lightpipe. Bifurcated lightpipes (e.g., merging two single curved lightpipes) were defined
by the arc angle and radius of the two branches. Of note, in the case of merging two
curved lightpipes, the overlapping area of the lightpipes (at the intersection) is also a
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function of the arc angle and radius of the lightpipes. Results from the bifurcated models
indicated that the primary parameter regulating optical transmission was the arc radius,
where a larger arc radius resulted in increased optical transmission, with a maximum of
35% achieved for an arc radius of ≥200 mm. The merger of a straight lightpipe with a
curved lightpipe was also simulated. In this case, comparable lightpipe lengths were used
for both branches (i.e., the length of the straight section was specified as equal to the arc
length of the curved section). Results were similar to the results of merging two curved
lightpipes. Hence, we can conclude that a similar transmission efficiency is achieved for
the merger of two branches, regardless of whether two curved branches are merged or a
curved branch and a straight branch are merged. Finally, lightpipe spacing was tested to
see if it affected the internal reflection of light rays at the bifurcation points (i.e., reducing
refraction and increasing transmission). For each distance between branches that was
tested, one branch was illuminated while the output flux was measured at the common
output and at the adjacent branch(es) to assess back illumination. Branch spacing had no
effects on the transmission throughput (i.e., the transmission was approximately the same
for each branch illuminated regardless of the distance between adjacent branches) and
back illumination of adjacent branches was negligible.
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Table 6. Individual geometric parameters simulated in TracePro for iterations of the beta phase multibranched solid light guide. Columns 2 and 3 indicate the independent variables that were iteratively tested
and the range of values tested. Column 4 provides an illustration of each lightpipe geometry. A summary
statement of each test’s results are provided in Column 5. Tier 1 (single branch lightpipe) models are
shown in rows 2-5 and Tier 2 (dual/merged lightpipe) models are shown in rows 6 and 7.
Parameter

Independent
Values

Ind. Value Ranges

Lightpipe
Diameter

Diameter
(mm)

2-20 increments of 2, 20100 increments of 20

86% with 8
mm diameter

Lightpipe
Length

Length (mm)

10-100 increments of 10,
100-1000 increments of
100

72%
independent of
length

Lightpipe
Curve

Angle (°)

15°-90° increments of 15°
10-100 increments of 10,
100-500 increments of 100
at every angle

50% max for
all θ values
above 100 mm
radius

Radius (mm)

Same ranges holding the
first curve constant at given
values iterating on the
second curve

The results are
the same as the
single curve
above

Angle (°)

15°-90° increments of 15°

35% max for
all θ values
above 200 mm
radius

Radius (mm)

Lightpipe
Double
Curve

Number of
Lightpipes

Angle (°)

Radius (mm)

Lightpipe
Spacing

Length (mm)

Visualization

10-100 increments of 10,
100-500 increments of 100
at every angle

Results

Spacing has
NO effect on
the
transmission

20-40 increments of 5

Using the revised parameter values to more accurately account for real-life optical
properties resulted in lower optical transmission for most of the beta phase models, when
compared to similar alpha phase models. Two key factors likely contributed to reduced
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transmission: a change in viewing angle of the λLED and a revised diameter and
placement of the interrogation plane. First, the λLED used for the alpha phase
simulations (C503B-BAS/BAN/GAS/GAN, Cree) had an optical power output of 10 mW
and a full viewing angle of 15°, while the λLED used for the beta phase simulations
(SMB1N-525V-02, Marubeni) had an optical power output of 230 mW and a full viewing
angle of 22°. Hence, while the total power output of the beta phase λLED was much
higher, the optical output was also more diffuse, leading to decreased efficiency when
propagating through the solid light guide This was likely due to the inability to maintain
total internal reflectance (TIR) within the light guide. Second, the alpha phase
simulations measured radiant flux using an interrogation plane that was large (50 mm in
diameter) and placed at a long distance from the exit of the light guide (50 mm) to ensure
that the far-field illumination profile was measured. Transmission was calculated using
the output flux from the light guide divided by the total input flux of the λLED. By
contrast, the beta phase simulations utilized a much smaller interrogation plane that
matched the diameter of the endoscope illumination fiber (5 mm) and was placed at a
distance similar to the illumination fiber placement when coupling the solid light guide to
the endoscope (2 mm). This would alter the measurements as the former tests did not
account for exiting the lightpipe/light guide and the change in refractive indices. Even
though it is a 2 mm difference, the energy change could account for a change in
transmission results in the beta tests. Hence, while the optical transmission values
predicted by the beta phase models in Tiers 1 and 2 of testing were lower than
corresponding alpha phase models, they are much closer to the actual values encountered
when constructing the physical prototype.
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Tier 3 testing produced 4 versions of a multi-furcated solid light guide: two
symmetrical designs and two wave-shaped designs (Figure 12). The symmetrical models
utilized design aspects of the alpha prototype solid light guide and would require minimal
redesign of the overall spectral light source. However, the simulation results from
Symmetrical Design 1 indicated that multiple merge points in the light guide reduced the
transmission Figure 12.D). Symmetrical Design 2 minimized the number of merge points
to mitigate light losses (Figure 12.F). Finally, a wave-shaped light guide was designed to
create one merging point and manipulate the light in the same direction for every branch.
The wave-shape was created in two configurations: Wave Design 1 with spacing between
branches created by adding straight lengths of lightpipe between curves (Figure 12.H)
and Wave Design 2 with increasing arc radius for each branch (Figure 12.I). For all Tier
3 beta phase simulations, the optical power was measured at each branch point in order to
assess the source of optical transmission losses throughout the light guide.
Results from Symmetrical Design 1 (Figure 12.A-D), with 2, 4, 8 or 16 branches,
demonstrate that doubling the number of merge points reduces the transmission by ~50%
(Figure 14.A). Only the 2 and 4 branch models met the optical performance requirements
of ≥ 10% transmission. However, this 4-branch model would provide an insufficient
number of wavelengths to acquire a spectral image stack. To investigate the effects of
reducing the number of merge points while maintaining the number of branches,
Symmetrical Design 2 was developed (Figure 12.E-F), which featured either 4 or 16
branches, but with merge points located in close proximity and with some of the branches
passing straight into the merge point instead of along an arc. However, generating one
larger merge point instead of 2 separate merge points provided reduced transmission for
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many of the branches (Figure 14.B). The reduced performance is likely due to the
complex geometry formed when multiple branches merge in close proximity and likely to
the presence of straight branches, leading to ray-substrate angles outside of the critical
angle. To further investigate the utility of using an arc geometry and maintaining tangent
criteria at merge points, an additional set of wave-shaped light guides were developed
(Figure 12.G-I). Wave Design 1 was created to maintain the same direction of curvature
for either 8 (Figure 12.G) or 16 (Figure 12.H) branches. Model results (Figure 14.C)
indicated an increase in transmission, but also a wide variability in transmission from
branch to branch (between 0-30% for the 16-branch version). To further improve
transmission, Wave Design 2 was created using parabolic geometry for the curved
branches (Figure 12.I). Results (Figure 14.D) demonstrated a range of optical
transmission between 4-20%, depending on the branch. However, by coupling high
power output λLEDs to low transmission branches and low power output λLEDs to high
transmission branches, it is possible to meet the specified power of 10 mW per branch.
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Figure 14. Results of the ray tracing simulations for the beta light guide models showing optical
transmission as a function of % transmission vs. branch illuminated. (A) Results of the Symmetrical Design
1 (Figure 12.A-D) transmitting LED light per branch for a 2 (blue), 4 (orange), 8 (red) and 16 (green)
branch model over the range of LEDs. A UV, visible and IR LED was graphed to show any throughput
changes as a result of wavelengths. (B) Results of Symmetrical Design 2 transmitting (Figure 12.E-F) LED
light per branch for a 4 and 16 branch model over the range of LEDs. (C) Results of the Wave Design 1
(Figure 12.G-H) transmitting LED light per branch for an 8 and 16 branch model over the range of LEDs.
(D) Results of Wave Design 2 (Figure 12.I) transmitting LED light per branch for a 16-branch model over
the range of LEDs.

Comparison of ray trace to requirements – The overall goal of this work was to
develop a novel geometry of multifurcated optical light guide that could meet the
requirements of 10 mW of power per branch, create a flat spectral response and produce
an illumination beam with similar numerical aperture to the endoscope fiber bundle.
While initial feasibility of the approach was demonstrated using the alpha phase
modeling and prototyping efforts, benchtop testing revealed that further work was needed
to meet the illumination power requirements in order to achieve quality SNR endoscopic
image data at video-rate acquisition. The beta phase modeling efforts were then
performed, with results indicating that a 16-branch geometry, Wave Design 2 (Figure
12.I) could provide between 4-20% optical transmission (Figure 14.D), depending on
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branch. To demonstrate the theoretical feasibility of this revised geometry for achieving
spectral illumination, a λLED and light guide combination was modeled that coupled
high power output λLEDs (see Table 4 and Figure 15.A for λLED power and
transmission requirements) to low transmission branches of Wave Design 2 and low
power output λLEDs to high transmission branches of Wave Design 2, simulating the
spectral output to the endoscope (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Comparison of the required outputs of each λLED to the theoretical output of the simulation
model Wave Design 2 in Figure 12.I. (A) The % transmission per λLED needed to achieve a set power
output from Table 4. (B) The data for wavelength transmission of 10 mW (Required – shown as solid blue
circles) and 20 mW (Desired – solid orange circles) from panel A compared to the transmission of the
λLED-branch combination determined using the results of the Wave Design 2 light guide seen in Figure
12.I (Modeled – open orange circles). Branch #’s which each LED should be coupled with are labeled
above each open, orange data point. A reduced number of wavelengths (from 21 available and reduced to
16 positions of the multifurcated light guide) was selected to allow a range of comparable excitation
wavelengths observed in literature. (C) Conversion of panel B to expected radiant power output through the
Wave Design 2 in Figure 12.I with branches labeled above each wavelength (x-axis) data point. The 10
mW required and 20 mW desired levels are denoted with dashed red lines. (D) The data from panel D
reorganized in the linear branch order (x-axis) of the multifurcated light guide while the labels represent the
wavelength of each branch. Dashed red lines remain for the 10 mW and 20 mW thresholds.
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Results from specific λLED-branch combinations of the optical raytrace model
simulation indicate that it is possible to achieve the required 10 mW (and higher to the
desired 20 mW) of power per λLED based on the transmission efficiency (Figure 15.B)
and the conversion to expected power outputs (Figure 15.C-D). The comparison shows
the model has 3 λLED-branch combinations that are less than the desired 20 mW optical
power output. As seen in
Table 7 the LED array would not be in increasing wavelength order, but this is
inconsequential as the λLEDs can be illuminated in any order specified through the use of
the corresponding TTL control signals.
The proof-of-concept λLED-based spectral endoscopic system (Figure 11), which
produced an irradiance output maximum of 2.6 mW of power (of the 670 nm λLED seen
in Figure 13.B,D), acquired a reflectance image stack (Figure 13.E) in 1.2 s and a
fluorescence image stack (Figure 13.F) in 30 s. The simulation data for an optimized
solution of the multifurcated solid light guide illustrates the Wave Design 2 (seen in
Figure 12.I) with the right λLED-branch coupling could potentially provide an average of
20 mW irradiance power to the endoscope. Assuming loss through the endoscope to an
extreme of 15 mW irradiance at the output of the endoscope still meets the required
output of 10 mW and would have at least 5X more illumination than the current physical
prototype. This irradiance increase infers that the acquisition time for an image stack
(reflectance, fluorescence or a mixture) should decrease to speeds for video-rate
hyperspectral endoscopy.
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Table 7. Tabulated data from Figure 15 comparing the required (Column 2) and desired (Column 3)
transmission of each λLED (from Table 4) to the simulated (Column 4) transmission results (also plotted in
Figure 14.D). The corresponding radiant power potential (mW) for each λLED (Column 5) and the mount
of power over or under (±) the 10 mW required and 20 mW desired thresholds were also assessed (Column
6). λLED and corresponding multifurcated light guide branch number combinations can be seen by
comparing Columns 1 and 7.
LED
(nm)

Required (10mW)
Transmission

Desired (20mW)
Transmission

Modeled
Transmission

Radiant Power
Output (mW)

(± to 10mW/
± to 20mW)

Corresponding
Branch

365

2%

4%

3.5%

17.3

(+7.3/-2.7)

9

395

1%

3%

3.5%

25.9

(+15.9/+5.9)

10

405

1%

3%

3.6%

25.3

(+15.3/+5.3)

8

420

2%

5%

5.4%

22.5

(+12.5/+2.5)

13

450

2%

4%

4.6%

21.9

(+11.9/+1.9)

5

470

2%

4%

3.7%

17.3

(+7.3/-2.7)

12

515

4%

8%

9.6%

24.0

(+14.0/+4.0)

3

525

4%

9%

14.8%

34.0

(+24.0/+14.0)

2

590

8%

17%

17.5%

21.0

(+11.0/+1.0)

16

620

5%

11%

10.7%

20.2

(+10.2/+0.2)

15

660

4%

8%

8.3%

20.6

(+10.6/+0.6)

4

680

6%

12%

16.5%

28.0

(+18.0/+8.0)

1

750

3%

7%

6.3%

18.3

(+8.3/-1.7)

14

810

2%

4%

3.7%

20.6

(+10.6/+0.6)

11

850

2%

3%

3.8%

25.0

(+15.0/+5.0)

7

940

2%

3%

4.1%

25.8

(+15.8/+5.8)

6

Future work
Multifurcated solid light guides, coupled to discrete wavelength LEDs (λLEDs)
represent a novel approach for providing spectral illumination with high switching
speeds. In this work, we have shown the feasibility of using this novel approach through
alpha model simulations and prototyping, followed by verification through benchtop
testing. Furthermore, the results of physical testing provided insight for optimization and
the subsequent beta model simulations. Future work will focus on prototype development
of the final optimized light guide geometry (Figure 12.I), benchtop testing and endoscope
integration. Additional system variations will also be investigated, such as the use of
coupling lenses for LED collimation prior to light guide coupling, manipulation of the
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light guide entrance geometry for improved TIR and techniques for light guideendoscope coupling to match numerical aperture requirements. Endoscope testing will
focus on feasibility demonstration in excised tissues and in vivo animal models with a
long-term goal to transition the technology to a clinical platform for clinical pilot testing.
If successful, this technology may represent the next step in developing endoscope
systems with enhanced contrast for clinical screening.
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This chapter shows feasibility testing of another LED-based spectral illuminator
on a microscope platform. This manuscript has been peer reviewed and published in
Optica Publishing Group’s Biomedical Optics Express journal.
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Abstract
Spectroscopic image data has provided molecular discrimination for numerous
fields including: remote sensing, food safety and biomedical imaging. Despite the various
technologies for acquiring spectral data, there remains a trade-off when acquiring data.
Typically, spectral imaging either requires long acquisition times to collect an image
stack with high spectral specificity or acquisition times are shortened at the expense of
fewer spectral bands or reduced spatial sampling. Hence, new spectral imaging
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microscope platforms are needed to help mitigate these limitations. Fluorescence
excitation-scanning spectral imaging is one such new technology, which allows more of
the emitted signal to be detected than comparable emission-scanning spectral imaging
systems. Here, we have developed a new optical geometry that provides spectral
illumination for use in excitation-scanning spectral imaging microscope systems. This
was accomplished using a wavelength-specific LED array to acquire spectral image data.
Feasibility of the LED-based spectral illuminator was evaluated through simulation and
benchtop testing and assessment of imaging performance when integrated with a
widefield fluorescence microscope. Ray tracing simulations (TracePro) were used to
determine optimal optical component selection and geometry. Spectral imaging
feasibility was evaluated using a series of 6-label fluorescent slides. The LED-based
system response was compared to a previously tested thin-film tunable filter (TFTF)based system. Spectral unmixing successfully discriminated all fluorescent components
in spectral image data acquired from both the LED and TFTF systems. Therefore, the
LED-based spectral illuminator provided spectral image data sets with comparable
information content so as to allow identification of each fluorescent component. These
results provide proof-of-principle demonstration of the ability to combine output from
many discrete wavelength LED sources using a double-mirror (Cassegrain style) optical
configuration that can be further modified to allow for high speed, video-rate spectral
image acquisition. Real-time spectral fluorescence microscopy would allow monitoring
of rapid cell signaling processes (i.e., Ca2+ and other second messenger signaling) and has
potential to be translated to clinical imaging platforms.
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Introduction
Spectral imaging technologies have provided target detection and molecular
analysis capabilities for a wide range of fields, including remote sensing13,181,182,
agriculture183, food safety15,40,184,185, historical document preservation41,42, biological
research186,187, and clinical imaging17,188–190. In the field of fluorescence microscopy,
spectral imaging approaches have provided molecular detection capabilities that allow
more accurate quantification of stains and fluorescent proteins191–195, separation of
competing signals196,197, and characterization and analysis of cell and tissue
autofluorescence187,198–200. Spectral imaging capabilities have been incorporated into
several commercial confocal microscope systems, as well as widefield fluorescence
microscope modules.
Specific technologies used to enable spectral imaging include filter wheels,
tunable filters, dispersive optics, Fourier transform optics, and others that have been
summarized elsewhere201,186,202,163,44. Spectral imaging technologies can be divided into
two general groups: spectrally and spatially dynamic. Spectrally dynamic optics include
tunable filters and filter wheels that mechanically rotate or switch filters to achieve
spectral filtering. For example, filter wheel–based hyperspectral imaging systems have
been previously utilized for widefield fluorescence microscopy applications, albeit with
limited temporal sampling rates203,204, while we and others have previously demonstrated
the utility of mechanically rotated thin-film tunable filters (TFTFs) for widefield
fluorescence microscopy, again with limited temporal sampling capabilities174,205.
Spatially dynamic optics include dispersive optics, acousto-optical tunable filters
(AOTF), liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTF)206 and interferometry-Fourier transform
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optics207. Commercial hyperspectral confocal microscope systems have been designed
with spectral detectors that filter fluorescence emission using a grating and PMT
array208,209, while prism-based systems have been utilized for hyperspectral widefield
microscope systems210,211. Alternatively, self-contained spectral cameras that utilize
dispersive optics (such as from SPECIM and others) have also been used to acquire
spectroscopic data, such as for laparoscopic applications47. Recent studies have
demonstrated that HSI systems can be developed using both AOTFs212 and LCTFs213 and
can achieve relatively fast image capture speeds, albeit with limitations due to
polarization and other tuning and beam steering requirements. LCTF-based systems have
also been evaluated for clinical endoscopy applications using reflected light214. Spectral
imaging microscope systems have also been implemented using supercontinuum lasers to
provide spectral illumination. Broadband supercontinuum laser sources require additional
optics, such as AOTFs or gratings, in order to provide spectral discrimination. Poudel et
al (2018) provides an excellent review on the various supercontinuum configurations
evaluated to date215. LED sources have also been utilized, both as high-power broadband,
white light sources to replace arc lamps216,217 and as multi-channel illumination sources,
where four LED channels may be rapidly switched for multispectral fluorescence
microscopy218.
Interestingly, despite the many and diverse technologies used to acquire
fluorescence microscope spectral image data, most approaches share common tradeoffs219,220. Filter-based optics (such as filter wheels) for spectral imaging are typically
mechanically limited and difficult to utilize for high-speed acquisition. To date, some of
the fastest filter wheel modules can change between adjacent filter positions in
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approximately 20 ms, for a filter wheel with 6 positions221. It is possible that a spectral
microscope system could be designed utilizing multiple filter wheel modules that are
stacked, if each module contains a blank position that allows for selection of filters from
adjacent modules. However, at best, spectral acquisition rates would still be limited by
filter switch times and such a system would become complex if many wavelength bands
were required, as multiple filter wheel modules would need to be stacked in serial. In
addition, this approach could produce potential vibration artifact from the multiple
moving components, and the system lifecycle that would be tied to mechanical wear.
Fixed filters have been alternatively utilized in snapshot spectral imaging systems that
can provide rapid acquisition speeds, but these typically require a compromise between
the number of wavelength bands acquired (spectral sampling) and spatial sampling
[38,39]. Dispersion-based systems may be able to achieve high-speed spectral imaging,
but typically have a reduced photon budget due to the additional optics and slits
employed, as well as fluorescence emission distributed onto many detector
elements201,215. Current LED-based systems are limited by the number of LED channels
available or mechanical movement required to cycle through multiple banks LEDs218.
However, the trend in cellular signaling experiments is continuing to move towards
complex, multi-function intracellular and intercellular dynamics for live cell imaging
(i.e., the multiple utilities of Ca2+ signaling)222. Hence, there is a need for spectral
imaging technologies that enable both high speed and high sensitivity in order to
discriminate multiple components. Further driving this need is that many biomedical
hyperspectral imaging studies are increasingly moving towards multi-label (5+)
quantitative discrimination in performing spectroscopic analysis, promoting the need for
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increased spectral scan range with fast acquisition times223,224,147,225. These needs can be
fulfilled when imaging bright specimens or specimens that are photostable and not
rapidly changing. However, for rapid cell signaling experiments, especially those
involving fluorescent protein–based labels, the specimen is often both dynamically
changing and photosensitive. Hence, it is important to capture emitted photons as
efficiently as possible, with both high sensitivity and speed.
We have previously demonstrated that scanning of the fluorescence excitation
spectrum (excitation-scanning) may offer an alternative approach for spectral imaging
fluorescence microscopy, while providing greatly increased (>10X) signal strength when
compared to emission scanning when using identical illumination intensity174,226. Initial
feasibility of this approach was demonstrated in a side-by-side comparison that utilized
an array of thin-film tunable filters (TFTFs). While this implementation demonstrated
feasibility for excitation-scanning spectral imaging, delays associated with mechanical
rotation of TFTFs resulted in delays of 100-250 ms when switching between wavelength
bands, resulting in acquisition times that were insufficient for rapid time-lapse cell
signaling assays.
Here, we present initial results from an alternative technology for implementing
excitation-scanning spectral imaging using an array of wavelength-dependent light
emitting diodes (LEDs) that allow rapid wavelength switching. A novel hyperspectral
optical geometry was developed that uses a pair of reflecting mirrors, similar to a
Cassegrain telescope design, to combine optical output from the LEDs into a single liquid
light guide for coupling into a fluorescence microscope. Bench-testing and imaging
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results indicate that this approach may be suitable for a range of experimental assays that
can be performed on a widefield microscope base.

Methods
Optical ray trace modeling was used to simulate the theoretical performance of
the LED-based spectral illuminator and to optimize the optical and geometric
configuration. Prototyping and benchtop testing were then performed, based on the
optimal design indicated by ray trace simulations. Finally, the spectral illuminator was
integrated with a widefield fluorescence microscope and image performance was
compared to our prior excitation-scanning spectral microscope system174,205.

Ray trace simulations
Optical ray trace simulations were conducted using TracePro software (Lambda
Research Corp.). A range of simulations were performed to select optical components
and specify geometry in order to optimize transmission through the spectral
illuminator227. An overall optical geometry was implemented that utilized two mirrors to
direct light from all LEDs to a common entrance aperture of a liquid light guide. The
design was similar to a Cassegrain telescope, but utilizing a concave mirror and a flat
mirror (Figure 16). To allow for many wavelengths of illumination, LEDs were arranged
in a concentric pattern around the flat mirror and focused using a lens.
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Figure 16. Conceptual illustration for the spectral illuminator to combine optical output from multiple
wavelength-specific LEDs located in a ring and reflected to a common location. (a) The drawing here only
presents one LED for clear optical pathways. Renderings of the spectral illuminator optical components as
simulated in TracePro optical ray trace software for (b) identical layout as the concept drawing and
representative depiction of the optical components (mirrors-silver, lenses-blue and LED-red) used in
simulations. (c) Displays an example of the ray trace results for a single LED and lens location (0.5% of
rays shown for visualization purposes). (d) A rendering of all optical components able to fit this version of
the simulated spectral illuminator.

Monte Carlo–based ray tracing was performed using 100,000 rays per simulation.
This number was determined to be sufficient to achieve a repeatable result when multiple
ray traces were conducted of the same model. LED illuminators were simulated by
importing optical specifications from manufacturer data sheets (SMB1N series, Marubeni
Co.). The radiance and spectral profile were extracted for each LED model and uploaded
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to the TracePro Surface Source Properties library. Lens and mirror models were imported
from manufacturer-supplied Zemax files (Edmund Optics). A range of lens focal lengths
(FL) and mirror diameters (D) were evaluated (Table 8) that included three different
diameter mirrors and a single lens.

Lens

Mirror

Table 8. Optical components used for ray trace simulations. Simulations were performed using three
different diameter mirrors (columns 2-4), where the focal length (FL) and diameter (D) of each mirror is
indicated in the column header. For each mirror, a range of focal length lenses were evaluated using either
a single lens or dual lens optical path. All lenses were evaluated at a 15 mm diameter, with the exception of
the 12 mm focal length lens, which was evaluated at a 12 mm diameter.

Concave FL/D,
Flat D

76.2 mm/76.2 mm,
50 mm

114.3 mm/114.3 mm,
75 mm

152.4/152.4 mm,
100 mm

FL

12 mm
30 mm
45 mm
60 mm
75 mm
100 mm

45 mm
60 mm
75 mm
100 mm

45 mm
60 mm
75 mm
100 mm

All simulations were implemented using custom macro scripts within TracePro to
allow evaluation of a range of geometric locations and orientations for each component.
In summary, the macro first defined the properties, location, and orientation of the two
mirrors, next created a 5 mm detector at the center of the concave mirror to simulate the
liquid light guide (LLG) entrance aperture, then defined LED source properties (525 nm),
location, and orientation, and finally defined lens properties, orientation and location. A
parametric sensitivity study was performed by changing the location of lenses and LEDs
in the vertical and horizontal axes while performing a ray trace simulation for each
location and measuring simulated optical power (irradiance) upon the LLG entrance
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aperture (Figure 16.b,c). Lens positions were varied in 1 mm increments, while LED
positions were varied in 10 mm increments, as defined in a nested loop macro (example
simulation loops of the model are illustrated in Visualization 1). These data were used to
determine optical component selection and placement in order to provide optimal output
of the spectral illuminator.
Prototype fabrication
A prototype spectral illuminator was constructed using the optimal components and geometric spacing
identified through optical ray trace modeling. The prototype consisted of 13 wavelength-specific LEDs
(SMB1N Series, Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH, specifications in

Table A1 of Appendix B: Supplemental Document ), 44.5 mm FL x 12.7 mm
diameter plano-convex lenses (49-860, Edmund Optics), and a 75 mm diameter mirror
(CM750-075-F01, Thorlabs) customized to include a 7 mm center through hole. Optical
components were mounted in a series of custom cage plates fabricated by Thorlabs. In
addition, XY linear translation mounts were used to allow fine tuning of LEDs, focusing
lenses, concave mirror, and flat mirror to test alignment sensitivity.
Custom printed circuit boards (PCB) were designed using Pad2Pad software
(Pad2Pad Inc.) for surface mount LEDs (LED board) and for routing signals from the
computer interface boards to a series of LED current drivers (current driver board).
Digital and analog controls were provided through NI 6363 and NI 6723 cards (National
Instruments, Inc.), respectively. Digital signals were used to switch current drivers (RCD24-1.20, RECOM) on and off rapidly, while analog signals were used as a reference
voltage to regulate the current output of each LED driver, and hence LED power output.
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Benchtop characterization
Benchtop testing consisted of determining optical power transmission and optimal
spacing of components. Spectral irradiance was measured using a fiber-coupled
spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean Optics) and integrating sphere (4P-GPS-030-SF,
Labsphere) calibrated to a NIST-traceable light source (LS-1-CAL, Ocean Optics). All
measurements were acquired by averaging 10 scans (resulting standard deviation of
measurements is ± 0.002 mW). Irradiance was used to align the optical components and
allow comparison with simulation data. To determine the optimal position for
components, four LEDs were utilized that represented four extreme locations on the
circular LED array (e.g., N, S, E, and W). An additional LED was added to ensure
sampling of wavelengths throughout the target spectral range (365 nm, 395 nm, 430 nm,
450 nm and 525 nm). These five LEDs were illuminated simultaneously and the total
power output was measured at the distal end (output) of the LLG (O7776558 series 300,
Lumatec GmbH), while optical component positions were adjusted. The final position for
each component was determined so as to achieve a maximal total power output while also
ensuring that each wavelength-specific LED contributed approximately equal to the
spectral power distribution. Upon selecting optimal component locations, the LLG was
connected to a TE-2000 inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon Instruments, Inc.,
Table 9) and the irradiance was assessed at the microscope stage. The optical power
output, as a function of current driver setting, was characterized for each LED, thus
allowing a power output look-up table to be constructed for each excitation wavelength.
In addition, to allow a comparison of ray trace simulation results, a new set of simulation
models were formed to replicate the prototype positioning and wavelength illumination.
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The revised ray trace simulations were performed at each optical component spacing as
was evaluated for the prototype, mentioned above. Irradiance was measured at the
interrogation surface of the model (i.e., the simulated entrance to the liquid light guide).
Irradiance measurements of the prototype (prior to coupling with the fluorescence
microscope) were compared to simulated irradiance of ray trace model for validation. In
summary, the prototype optical irradiance was measured at the distal end of a coupled
LLG and the simulation was measured at an interrogation plane that represented the
entrance or proximal end of a LLG but did not account for acceptance angle effects of the
LLG or transmission losses through the LLG.
Spectral imaging feasibility tests
To assess the feasibility of LED-based excitation-scanning spectral imaging, the
prototype system was compared to our previously-reported excitation-scanning spectral
imaging system that utilizes an array of thin-film tunable filters, or TFTFs
(VersaChrome, Semrock) mounted in a custom mechanical tuning device (VF-5, Sutter
Instrument Co.)174,205. Both systems were implemented in succession using the same TE2000 inverted microscope base (Figure 17), equipped identically for each trial (Table 9).
Image acquisition speed for each system was selected so as to fill as much of the dynamic
range of the detector as possible at weak (low illumination power) spectral bands while
avoiding oversaturation of strong (high illumination power) spectral bands.
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Figure 17. Light path schematics for the two spectral illumination pathways used in hyperspectral image
acquisition: (a) TFTF-based illumination using mechanical tuning (both rotationally about the axis and
perpendicular to the axis) implemented in a Sutter, VF-5 tuning system and (b) LED-based illumination
using electronic switching of the custom wavelength-specific LED array. Both illumination sources were
transmitted via liquid light guide (LLG) to a collimator on the back side of the widefield fluorescence
microscope. The collimated beam was reflected off the dichroic long-pass (LP) filter to the sample.
Fluorescence emission above the cutoff wavelength was transmitted through the dichroic LP filter and
reflected to the camera detector for acquisition.

Table 9. Two microscope platform configurations including the components and parameters used for
imaging.
TFTF-based System

LED-based System

Light Source

Xe Arc Lamp

SMB1N LEDs

Excitation

Filters: 360-545 nm, 5 nm intervals

LEDs: 365, 375, 385, 395, 405,
415, 420, 430, 450, 470, 490, 515,
525 nm

Dichroic

555 nm LP

555 nm LP

Emission

-

-

Objective
Magnification
Numerical Aperture

Nikon
60X WI Plan Apo
1.2 NA

Nikon
60X WI Plan Apo
1.2 NA

Detector
Acquisition Speed
Bit Depth
Binning

Photometrics Prime 95B
50 ms
12-bit
2x2

Photometrics Prime 95B
500 ms
12-bit
2x2
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Test samples were prepared by Abberior, GmbH, and consisted of African green
monkey kidney epithelial cells that were labeled using a custom 6-label scheme (Table
10), as well as corresponding single-label and unlabeled slides to serve as controls for
building a spectral library. Cells were fixed and stained according to Wurm, et al.228 and
were embedded in Abberior Mount Solid Antifade.

Table 10. Cellular components labeled and the corresponding fluorescent label for six-labeled slides used
for spectral imaging feasibility testing.
Cellular Component

Fluorescent Label

Nuclear Pore Protein (NPP)

Abberior STAR 440SXP goat anti-mouse IgG

F-Actin

Abberior STAR GREEN phalloidin

Mitochondria

Abberior STAR 520SXP goat anti-rabbit IgG

double stranded DNA (dsDNA)

Abberior LIVE 560 DNA

Vimentin

Abberior STAR ORANGE goat anti-chicken IgY

Golgi Apparatus

Abberior STAR RED goat anti-guinea pig IgG

Image data were acquired in the following order: 1) single-label control slides
were imaged using the TFTF system, 2) the six-label slide was imaged and the XY
microscope stage coordinates recorded, 3) the identical field of view, with identical XY
coordinates, was imaged using the prototype LED-based system, and 4) single-label
control slides were imaged using the LED-based system. Spectral images were acquired
sequentially from shortest to longest wavelength in each system with only one
wavelength illuminated at a time. This was achieved in the TFTF system by rotating and
switching TFTF filters, while in the LED system by sequentially switching LED
wavelengths on or off. This approach ensured that a side-by-side comparison of both
systems was possible using the same field of view and identical microscope and camera
settings with the exception of image acquisition times.
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Results
Results from this study are organized in four subsections – optical ray trace
simulations to assess early feasibility and to optimize component selection and geometry
in silico, prototype development, benchtop irradiance testing to compare and validate
physical and theoretical system performance, and feasibility image testing to assess
potential for use in an integrated epifluorescence microscope system.
Ray trace simulations
Optical ray trace simulations were performed to evaluate the theoretical feasibility
of the optical configuration prior to prototyping. Simulations consisted of modeling the
components in the light path of the spectral illuminator, including the LED, lens, concave
mirror, flat mirror and interrogation plane at the center of the concave mirror
(representing the input aperture of the LLG). These tests were used to determine optimal
lens and concave mirror parameters and location. Typical results consisted of irradiance
output for the simulated single lens options at every position tested (example of how the
data trends with the positioning of the LED and lens are shown in Visualization 1). The
maximum optical transmission was achieved for each lens when the LED-lens spacing
was equal to the lens FL. A sample-set of the data and summary graphs to present a
synopsis of the entire one lens configuration simulation dataset is provided as Figure A3
in Appendix B: Supplemental Document .
Transmission was measured as the integrated irradiance captured at the simulated
LLG entrance aperture divided by the irradiance produced by the simulated LED. The
values shown below (Table 11) summarize the model results by reporting the average
maximum output for each lens configuration when a similar maximum value was
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achieved regardless of lens-LED spacing (this trend is depicted in the right column of
Figure A3).

Mirror

Concave FL/D,
Flat D

76.2 mm/76.2 mm,
50 mm

114.3 mm/114.3 mm,
75 mm

152.4/152.4 mm,
100 mm

Lens FL

Table 11. Transmission maximums for each lens configuration using the three different diameter mirrors.
The optimal combinations are highlighted by the boldened percent transmission

12 mm
30 mm
45 mm
60 mm
75 mm
100 mm

2.50%
8.03%
11.39%
6.74%
5.55%
3.08%

5.89%
6.53%
5.92%
3.73%

3.72%
3.64%
3.21%
1.93%

Simulation results indicated an inverse relationship between concave mirror FL
and efficiency (optical transmission) where a 76.2 mm FL mirror averaged 11%
transmission, a 114.3 mm FL mirror, 6.5% transmission and a 152.4 mm FL mirror
averaged ~4% transmission. However, it should be noted that simulated optical
transmission was calculated solely on optical power incident on the interrogation plane,
which was used to simulate the entrance aperture of the LLG, regardless of incident light
angle. Hence, simulation results did not account for angle-dependent losses that could be
encountered during optical coupling with the LLG. Among the six focal length lenses
evaluated, the 45 mm lens provided the highest optical efficiency, with 11% optical
transmission for the 76.2 mm FL mirror.
Upon reviewing all model simulation results, a lens configuration using the 76.2
mm focal length mirror and 45 mm focal length lens was selected for prototyping. This
configuration was simulated to achieve 11% optical transmission to the entrance aperture
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of the LLG, which corresponds to approximately 100 mW of available optical power,
depending on wavelength, that can be coupled into the LLG.
Prototype fabrication
A 3” cage system was utilized to encapsulate and align all optical components.
Custom cage plates were machined to house the two mirrors, the lens array, and the LED
array (Figure 18.a,b). Due to limitations in packing density of lenses in the lens array, the
prototype was designed to house 13 lenses, and hence 13 LEDs with corresponding peak
wavelengths. A custom PCB was utilized to align surface mount LEDs with respective
lenses. The lenses and LEDs were placed radially equidistant in a circular pattern of
diameter of 63.5 mm. A second custom PCB was printed to connect individual analog
and digital lines from the computer interface board to a respective current driver for each
LED. Hence, separate analog power output and digital on/off control was provided for
each LED. TTL triggering was utilized to synchronize LED wavelength switching with
the camera acquisition. LED intensities (mW) were measured at reference voltage
intervals of 0.5V from 4V to ~2V (within 95% of the maximum forward current allowed)
using the spectrometer detailed above. The voltage drop across the 1 Ω resistor was used
to calculate the current supplied to the LED. The relationship between the reference
voltage supplied, the current driver output, and the corresponding LED radiant flux was
linear (see Figure A4 of Appendix B: Supplemental Document ). Cage plates were
mounted on XY translational stages for precise alignment measurements when validating
the optics positioning (Figure 18.c).
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Figure 18. Fabrication of the dual mirror spectral illuminator prototype. (a) A CAD rendering of the custom
cage plates, (b) assembly of the custom cage with LED circuitry and optical components. (c) Custom cage
plates mounted to linear translation stages to assess alignment sensitivity during benchtop irradiance
testing. (d) Example photograph of the spectral LED array with all wavelengths illuminated for
demonstration purposes.

Benchtop characterization
The alignment process consisted of two steps: 1) alignment to produce the highest
radiant power output for a selected wavelength LED as measured at the output of the
LLG, and 2) alignment to compromise between the power output of all wavelengths so as
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to produce a spectrally balanced illuminator (i.e., similar optical power output across all
wavelength bands). In some cases, a trade-off was required between achieving maximal
power of a single LED and achieving balanced spectral power output. Once positioned,
results were compared to an updated ray trace model for validation. (Figure 19)
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Figure 19. Prototype sensitivity response to optical component position and comparison to ray trace
simulations. Independent variables were the concave mirror-lens spacing (represented by different colored
data series in the graphs) and LED-lens spacing (represented by each data point in a series). (a) Irradiance
measurements of the prototype LED-based illuminator using a spectrometer for integrated optical power.
(b) Prototype alignment was adjusted via XY translational stages (see also Figure 18.c). Positions were
altered in 5 mm increments (circular data markers). A subset of data was sampled with a 1 mm increment
(triangular data markers) so as to accurately identify the optimal position for components (expanded in red
of panel (a)). (c) Simulated irradiance measurements of modeled illuminator using ray trace analysis of the
same optical components as the prototype (panel (a)) for comparison. (d) Model positions were adjusted in
silico to match the positions of prototype measurements. The flat mirror and lens spacing were held
constant to replicate the stationary position of the prototype mirror and lens plate. (e) The spectral output of
the prototype illuminator with 5 wavelengths illuminated simultaneously was used to visualize the
dependence of spectral power output on position.
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Results from the experimental sensitivity study of the prototype found that a
44.97 mm spacing between concave mirror and lens (focal length of the lenses) and a
33.5 mm spacing between LED and lens were optimal (Figure 19.a). Smaller step sizes
revealed that a minor change to a 45.97 mm spacing between concave mirror and lens
provided a nominal improvement in overall power output (highlighted expanded view of
Figure 19.a). The total power output remained constant across the range of LED-lens
spacings evaluated with fine tuning (linearity of the data in the expanded section of
Figure 19.a). Therefore, the optical component positions were determined by LED power
distribution instead of integrated total power output (Figure 19.e). A 3D plot was used to
visualize the spectral power output of the system as a function of LED-lens spacing
(Figure 19.e). This information was used to determine the dependence of LED spectral
power distribution upon LED-lens spacing and to select a LED-lens spacing that provided
consistent power output across all LED wavelengths. The depth axis boundaries of the
3D graph (Figure 19.e) are the same boundaries as the x-axis of the expanded graph in
Figure 19.a. While the 37.5 mm LED-lens spacing (the maximum z-axis value of Figure
19.e) produced a single peak wavelength with the highest power output, the 28.5 mm
LED-lens spacing produced an even distribution of power across all wavelength bands
(the minimum z-axis value of Figure 19.e). This can also be visualized in the compressed
view of the 3D plot (the bottom of panel (e)). Hence, a LED-lens spacing of 28.5 mm was
selected as a compromise between peak illumination power output and even spectral
power distribution.
The optical power output measured in the prototype experimental sensitivity
study was compared to simulation results (Figure 19.a,c) and indicated similar overall
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trends in the power output of the system as a function of optical component position.
Simulation results provided improved optical transmission when compared to the
experimental prototype, likely due to the following reasons: 1) the simulation utilized a 5
mm diameter interrogation plane to measure power output whereas the free aperture of
the LLG was only 3.5 mm diameter; 2) the simulation measured total power incident
upon the interrogation plane whereas the experimental prototype measured power output
after coupling through the LLG; 3) the experimental simulation measured power
available at the interrogation plane regardless of angular dispersion whereas the LLG
utilized in the prototype has a specified full angular acceptance of 72°. The differences in
optimal spacing between the lens and concave mirror that were observed between the
simulation (54 mm) and experimental prototype (44 mm) are likely accounted for by the
nonidealities of the experimental prototype and the limitations of the simulation
described above. While absolute power output values differed between experimental and
simulation sensitivity studies, the overall trend of radiant power vs. optical component
spacing was similar and allowed an optimal spacing to be identified.
Next, the spectral illuminator was implemented with a TE-2000 inverted
epifluorescence microscope system and irradiance measurements were made at the
microscope stage to assess the total system excitation power output. Within the spectral
microscope system, there were multiple optical elements that contributed to optical
transmission losses: lenses and mirrors of the dual mirror array illuminator, coupling
losses at the entrance to the LLG, transmission losses through the LLG, the LLG
microscope collimator, the dichroic mirror, and the lenses and apertures of the
microscope objective. Hence, irradiance data acquired at the microscope stage represent
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the composite effects of all of these optical elements. Irradiance data were acquired to
assess the maximum output of each LED at the stage as well as the power output vs.
current supplied by the current drivers, which created a power output vs. reference
voltage calibration for each LED. The maximum output ranged from 0.017 – 0.063 mW
depending on LED (the TFTF setup ranged from 0.021 – 0.149 mW depending on the
band-pass). To illuminate all 13 wavelengths at equal power output (i.e., flat spectral
illumination), the highest power output available was 0.017 mW at the microscope stage.
This power output was much less than predicted by the ray trace simulations or than
indicated by benchtop testing of the spectral illuminator alone, and these additional
transmission losses were attributed to effects of the LLG collimator and aperture stops
within the microscope objective. Hence, for initial image feasibility testing (below),
LEDs were operated at maximum power output to achieve sufficient signal strength
within each spectral band, and post-acquisition spectral correction was performed to
return the spectral image data to a flat spectral response.
Spectral imaging feasibility tests
Feasibility of the mirror-based spectral LED illuminator for performing
excitation-scanning spectral imaging microscopy was evaluated through a side-by-side
comparison with a previously-developed spectral illuminator based upon a 300 W Xe arc
lamp and TFTF array mounted in a tilting filter wheel to allow for mechanical filter
tuning. Both spectral illuminator systems were integrated with an inverted
epifluorescence microscope platform and identical samples, from identical fields of view,
were imaged on both systems using the same objective and camera. Raw spectral image
data were visualized by summing all wavelength bands to view total fluorescence and
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through selection of three wavelength bands to view a RGB composite image. A spectral
library was then formed by sampling spectra from single-labeled specimens and the
library was then used with non-negatively constrained linear unmixing to visualize
signals from each of the six labels, as well as autofluorescence. A false-colored merged
composite image was then created from unmixed abundance images, and the root-meansquare (RMS) error associated with linear unmixing was also calculated. To assess
potential effects of sequential wavelength acquisition on photobleaching, a sample FOV
was repeatedly imaged and the spectral bands summed to calculate the total fluorescence
intensity. A region of interest (ROI) was then selected and the average summed
fluorescence signal extracted for each sequential spectral image set (Figure A5 in
Appendix B: Supplemental Document ). Results indicate that a signal loss of ≤2% of
summed fluorescence was present between sequential images for the TFTF system and
~0% signal loss for the LED system (photobleaching loss was below the measurement
capability of this approach). Hence, it is likely that the order of wavelength acquisition
bands had negligible impact on the fluorescence signatures of the spectral images
acquired using the settings described in this study.
A spectral library was constructed by imaging single label control samples for
each fluorescent label and extracting the spectral signature of each label (Figure A6 in
Appendix B: Supplemental Document ). In addition, an unstained slide was imaged to
measure the autofluorescence (AF) signature. Imaging was conducted using the thin film
tunable filter (TFTF)-based spectral light source and a LED-based spectral light source.
Identical objectives, microscope configurations, and imaging parameters were used for
the mixed label slide and single label slides. A background region of interest (ROI) was
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selected within each spectral image and the background spectrum extracted. The
background spectrum and a correction factor (determined for each respective spectral
light source) were used to subtract the background and correct each wavelength band to a
flat spectral response174,205. A region of high signal strength was selected in the corrected
images for each single label sample and autofluorescence, and the representative spectra
were extracted. Spectral specificity was validated by linear unmixing of single label
spectral images using a spectral library that consisted of the target fluorescent label and
autofluorescence for both the TFTF-based system (Figure A7 in Appendix B:
Supplemental Document ) and the LED-based system (Figure A8 in Appendix B:
Supplemental Document ). The spectral library containing signatures from all fluorescent
labels and autofluorescence was used to unmix spectral image data from the multi-label
slides as described in the body of the manuscript. A comparison of the spectral signatures
as measured by the two spectral microscope configurations is presented in Figure A9 in
Appendix B: Supplemental Document . The spectra were also compared to spectra listed
on the manufacture website (Figure A10 in Appendix B: Supplemental Document ).
Results from excitation-scanning spectral imaging with the previously developed
TFTF system demonstrated that distinct spectral signatures were able to be extracted
from single-labeled specimens (Figure A7 of Appendix B: Supplemental Document ) and
that analysis with linear unmixing allowed clear identification of signals from most labels
– autofluorescence, mitochondria, dsDNA, vimentin, and Golgi labels were all easily
identifiable (Figure 20.f,i-l). The f-actin label was also identifiable, although appearing
with uneven distribution across the field of view (Figure 20.h), while the nuclear pore
protein (NPP) had insufficient signal strength to be definitively identified as being
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localized to nuclear pore structures (Figure 20.g). It is likely that the NPP signal was
inherently low due to the size of the nuclear pore structures and, hence, could not be
easily discriminated. Scaling the NPP intensity for improved visualization was found to
only magnify the contribution of noise in both individual and merged images. The
overlayed unmixed image (Figure 20.c) allowed co-visualization of unmixed
components. The Golgi label displayed a relatively strong signal, causing false-colored
nuclei to appear purple in the overlayed image, due to merging with the dsDNA signal.
However, the excitation spectrum identified from the single-label Golgi sample was
weak, and likely mixed with cellular autofluorescence, which was also localized near the
nuclei. Hence, it is possible that the Golgi signal resulting from linear unmixing may
have been a mixture of autofluorescence and Golgi contributions and did not fully
represent Golgi labeling in the cells.
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Figure 20. Spectral image data acquired from a 6-label slide using a TFTF-based system for excitationscanning spectral imaging microscopy. Spectral image data were visualized as (a) a summed intensity and
(b) a RGB false-colored image. Unmixed image data were also (c) false-colored and merged for
visualization, along with (d) RMS error associated with the unmixing process. To perform unmixing, (e) a
spectral library was constructed from single-label control specimens and used to estimate the relative
abundance of each fluorescent label in the mixed sample: (f) autofluorescence, (g) NPP, (h) f-actin, (i)
mitochondria, (j) dsDNA, (k) vimentin and (l) Golgi.

It should be noted for spectral image data acquired on both the TFTF system and
the LED system, that it was not possible to find a region of interest (ROI) with strong factin that did not also have significant contributions from cellular autofluorescence, due
to the highly autofluorescent nature of African Green Monkey kidney epithelial cells.
Hence, the spectrum of the f-actin label, Star Green, was extracted from data provided by
the manufacturer for the 38 wavelength bands used in the TFTF system and for the 13
wavelength bands used in the LED system. The localization of labeling in the unmixed
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data indicates that signals from f-actin do appear to be localized within actin filament
structures, although there was non-uniform distribution of the unmixed f-actin signal, as
described above.
Upon completion of imaging with the TFTF system, the same FOV was imaged
using the LED array system for a side-by-side comparison (Figure 22). Linear unmixing
of spectral image data acquired with the LED-based system allowed clear identification
of autofluorescence, dsDNA and vimentin (Figure 21.f,j,k) and partial identification of
NPP, f-actin, mitochondria and Golgi (Figure 21.g,h,i,l). While the mitochondria and factin signals had degraded signal as compared to data from the TFTF-based system,
unmixing still allowed identification of signal that was localized to the correct subcellular
locations. Interestingly, the Golgi signal appeared better localized to perinuclear locations
for the LED-based system than for the TFTF-based system. In comparing system
response, it should be noted that the prototype LED-based system was configured with 13
wavelength bands, as compared to the 38 bands used for the TFTF-based system
(wavelengths indicated in Table 9). In addition, radiant output power measurements of
the LED system were acquired at the microscope stage, prior to imaging, indicating an
average of ~40% less power than that of the TFTF-based system.
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Figure 21. Spectral image data acquired from a 6-label slide using the prototype LED-based system for
excitation-scanning spectral imaging microscopy. Spectral image data were visualized as (a) a summed
intensity and (b) a RGB false-colored image. Unmixed image data were also (c) false-colored and merged
for visualization, along with (d) RMS error associated with the unmixing process. To perform unmixing,
(e) a spectral library was constructed from single-label control specimens and used to estimate the relative
abundance of each fluorescent label in the mixed sample: (f) autofluorescence, (g) NPP, (h) f-actin, (i)
mitochondria, (j) dsDNA, (k) vimentin and (l) Golgi.

To further compare system performance of the TFTF-based system and the LEDbased system, the number of wavelength bands utilized by the TFTF-based system was
down-sampled so as to match the number and wavelength location of bands provided by
the LED-based system. The down-sampled spectral image data were unmixed and
analyzed using the same process as described above for the full spectral image data set,
and resulting unmixed images were false-colored and merged for visual comparison
(Figure 22). In general, there was a strong agreement in signals identified between the
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three data sets – the TFTF-based system with all wavelength bands (Figure 22.a), the
TFTF-based system with reduced number of wavelength bands (Figure 22.b) and the
LED-based system (Figure 22.c). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranges for the TFTFbased system with reduced number of wavelength bands and the LED-based system were
equitable. The SNR of the TFTF-based system with the full wavelength range was higher
and can be attributed to the higher irradiance output and the higher number of
wavelengths scanned. Two noticeable differences between the TFTF-based system and
the LED-based system were the level of noise (the LED-based system generated images
with reduced SNR compared to that of the TFTF-based system) and that nuclei appear
more blue in false-colored images from the LED-based system due to the absence of
Golgi signal in the nuclei (more accurate identification of Golgi to perinuclear locations).
The differences in SNR between the TFTF and LED systems are likely attributed to the
following (in order of impact): 1) differences in illumination power and subsequent
photon budget available at the detector, 2) the number of spectral bands scanned and 3)
potentially minor differences in the bandwidth of the spectral bands between the two
systems, which when combined with the excitation spectral properties of each fluorescent
label may result in subtle variations in detection sensitivity for each label. Illumination
power likely directly correlates with SNR, as a 40% decrease in average illumination is
very comparable to the 40% average decrease in SNR, as measured across the different
spectrally-unmixed channels. However, the LED-based system acquired spectral images
that contained fewer (66% decreased) spectral bands than the TFTF-based system, and it
is likely that the reduced number of spectral bands also affected the SNR of unmixed
images. In fact, when the spectral image data from the TFTF-based system was
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subsampled to contain the same number of spectral bands and identical band location as
the LED-based system, the unmixed images from both systems displayed a similar range
in SNR values. Hence, it is likely that both decreased illumination power primarily
affected the SNR of resultant unmixed images, while decreased spectral sampling had a
secondary and compounding effect. Further data are supplied in Appendix B:
Supplemental Document for building and verifying the spectral library, including:
Abberior stain spectral data (Figure A6), analysis and verification of single-labeled
control samples for both systems (Figure A7 and Figure A8) and comparison of
fluorescent label spectra for each component between the two spectral light sources used
for imaging (Figure A9 and Figure A10).

Figure 22. A side-by-side comparison excitation-scanning spectral image data acquired from the same field
of view using: (a) a TFTF-based system when imaging with 38 wavelength bands, (b) a TFTF-based
system when imaging with 13 wavelength bands (c) and the prototype LED-based system when imaging
with 13 wavelength bands.

Discussion
Spectral imaging approaches have shown great utility in fluorescence microscopy,
but often come at the price of increased acquisition time and/or decreased signal strength.
In this manuscript, we have presented simulation, prototyping, benchtop testing, and
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feasibility imaging results for a prototype spectral illuminator that allows excitationscanning spectral imaging to be performed on an epifluorescence microscope platform
with rapid wavelength switch times. The novel spectral illuminator is based on an optical
geometry that uses two mirrors to combine light from an array of wavelength-dependent
LEDs in a manner similar to Cassegrain style telescopes. The prototype LED-based
system was compared to a preexisting TFTF-based system, and results indicate that both
systems provided the ability to discriminate multiple fluorescent label signatures in a
highly-labeled sample, although the TFTF-based system provided higher illumination
power at the sample stage and correspondingly higher signal-to-noise characteristics in
unmixed images. The LED-based system did provide a streamlined optical design that
acquired a spectral image stack at comparable acquisition rates of standard spectral
imaging systems due to the electronic switching of band-passes instead of mechanical
tuning. Both systems acquired spectral image data in a similar manner, through sequential
illumination of excitation wavelength band while acquiring an image at each band. The
TFTF system used an array of filters in a tiltable filter wheel, where each filter could be
selected through rotation and then the angle of the filter relative to the incident light
could be adjusted by tilting the wheel. The LED system used sequential electronic
triggering of each LED, where a typical LED rise or fall time is on the order of 0.01 μs.
The long-term goal of this work is to enable high-speed acquisition of spectral
fluorescence microscopy images with an acquisition speed of 5-10 ms per wavelength
band. Hence, the LED rise and fall time of ~0.01 μs adds a negligible delay for highspeed spectral imaging. By contrast, the TFTF system requires between 50-200 ms to
switch between wavelength bands, depending up on whether the wavelength band switch
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requires adjustment of the tilt of the filter wheel or rotation to an adjacent filter in the
wheel. To ensure sufficient time for all wavelength switches, a 200 ms wait time was
required after issuing each wavelength switch command before acquiring the
corresponding wavelength band images. Hence, mechanical movement of the TFTF
system becomes prohibitively rate limiting when using acquisition times of ~10 ms per
wavelength band.
Unmixed spectral image data acquired using both the TFTF system and LED
system were comparable, albeit when operating the LED system at a reduced acquisition
speed. When comparing the TFTF spectral image acquired with identical wavelength
bands as the LED spectral image, unmixed images from both systems presented
comparable SNR (Fig 7.b,c). Acquisition speed of the LED system was slower (Table 9)
to compensate for an average of 40% reduction in illumination power. Factors that
contribute to the illumination power losses in the LED system include the incident angle
of each LED light path upon the incident face of the LLG and the beam diameter at the
LLG. In this initial prototype, the beam diameter is larger than the entrance aperture of
the LLG, and light outside of the entrance aperture is discarded. By contrast, the TFTF
system features a single beam that is orthogonally incident upon the LLG entrance
aperture (as opposed to an off angle) and LLG coupling is more efficient. Hence, further
refinement of the prototype LED-based system is needed to match the power output
characteristics of the TFTF-based system and, ideally, to allow spectral data to be
acquired at high speeds with negligible time delays introduced by the electronic
wavelength switching of LEDs. These capabilities are important to support live, realtime, multi-label cellular studies.
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Model and prototype validation
A conceptual model and a subsequent series of ray trace simulations were
performed to optimize optical power transmission by systematically adjusting geometric
and optical parameters of the system. Upon optimization at a single wavelength, the
model was expanded to simulate transmission of multiple wavelengths. However, the full
parametric sensitivity study and optimization process was performed on just a single
wavelength band before expanding to all wavelength bands, in order to streamline the
simulation process. Hence, there may be subtle compromises in component spacing or
alignment to allow approximately uniform optical transmission across all wavelength
bands that were required to be made during the prototyping and benchtop testing phases
and which could conceivably have been accounted for during the modeling phase, albeit
at the expense of increased computational burden and more complex designs for optical
alignment components to adjust geometry independently for each wavelength. A revised
simulation that included 5 wavelength bands was used to compare wavelength-and LED
placement-dependent effects between the simulation and benchtop measurements (Figure
19). For imaging experiments, sample refocus was not performed for each wavelength
band as it was assumed that the chromatically-corrected objective provided an equivalent
focal length across the range of wavelengths utilized in this study.
In addition, the geometry of the initial prototype was designed to match the
optimal optical power transmission characteristics provided by a particular combination
of mirror and lens diameter and focal length. This included limiting the number of
excitation wavelengths to 13, due to packing constraints in designing the lens array cage
plate. In future prototypes, it is likely that alternative lens packing geometries may be
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implemented that will allow a greater number of wavelength bands to allow for increased
wavelength sampling between 350 nm and 600 nm. One compromise to note was that
shorter focal lengths of the concave mirror resulted in an incident angle of illumination
that was greater than the acceptance angle (as determined by the numerical aperture) of
the LLG. Ultimately, a shorter focal length (76.2 mm) mirror was implemented because
the highest simulated transmission optical transmission could be improved by ensuring
that the incident angle of light was within the LLG acceptance angle.
A design restriction maintained in both the design and prototype was the lenses
and flat mirror were secured using the same cage plate (Figure 18.b). This restriction was
necessary as a separate cage plate for the flat mirror would have occluded the light path
between the lens and curved mirror. However, this design restriction also served to limit
the range of adjustment in the spacing between the flat mirror and the lenses (this
distance can be minimally adjusted through the threaded lens tube that secures the flat
mirror). Related, the constraint of mounting all lenses within a single cage plate, also
limited the amount of adjustment that could be performed to mitigate effects from
chromatic aberration.
Future modeling goals include the development of an illuminator geometry with
32+ wavelengths and that can allow increased geometric translation of individual optical
components, while maintaining accurate alignment. In addition, the use of longer lens
tubes will be simulated to assess the utility of enabling individual movement of lenses to
compensate for chromatic effects.
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Uniform spectral output
A benefit of the LED-based spectral illuminator is the control of the power output
for individual wavelengths. This allows the ability to implement uniform excitation
illumination (flat spectral output) across a range of wavelengths. For this initial study, the
optical transmission through the liquid light guide and microscope body resulted in a low
illumination power at the microscope stage. Based on benchtop testing of the integrated
system with power measurements made at the microscope stage, we determined that a
uniform spectral output of 0.017 mW could be achieved, or that, alternatively, LEDs
could be operated at maximum output ranging between 0.017 – 0.063 mW, depending on
wavelength band. The proof-of-principle imaging results described here were performed
using the maximum power output setting per wavelength band to maximize signal-tonoise characteristics of the acquired images. Post-acquisition correction was used to
restore spectral image data back to a uniform spectral response (this same process used to
correct spectral data acquired from the TFTF-based system)174. However, in future
prototypes, if the optical power output available at the stage is increased, it may be
advantageous to operate the system in a uniform spectral output mode and to remove the
need for post-acquisition spectral correction while also increasing the useable lifetime of
the LEDs as they would not be operated at 95% of maximal rated output.
Future system design objectives
The prototype LED-based system described in this research presented with
reduced illumination throughput due to light losses when coupling to the LLG, likely a
result of beam diameter and incident angle mismatch. This loss resulted in a lower photon
budget when acquiring fluorescence images. In order to achieve a moderate SNR, the
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acquisition speed was reduced when compared to the TFTF-based system. Future work
will focus on reducing the beam diameter for each LED. If necessary, the concave mirror
and hence incident angle on the LLG may be adjusted. Based upon the LLG
manufacturer specifications, 3 mm beam diameter and ≤36° incident angle are needed to
achieve optimal coupling. Meeting these parameters will provide increased illumination
power, and a corresponding increase in available acquisition speed. An additional future
objective is to modify the geometry of the system so as to allow for 32 excitation
wavelength bands.
Of note, the LED-based spectral illuminator module described here features a
streamlined and compact optical design. This design provides benefits in terms of
production scalability and translatability to other imaging platforms. We anticipate that
the spectral illumination source could be commercialized in a manner that is simple and
moderately priced when manufactured at large-scale. In specific, the streamlined and
modular nature of the light path would allow for hardware and cage system components
to be manufactured using 3D printing additive techniques to minimize production costs.
Similarly, optical components would have pre-defined placement within the assembly
that would require minimal alignment or adjustment. In addition, the spectral illuminator
design could be modified to allow more LEDs or wavelengths by increasing the mirror
diameter and/or allowing for concentric rings of LEDs. It may also be possible to further
increase the number of wavelength bands of the spectral illuminator by using band-pass
filters, placed immediately after LEDs, to further select specific wavelength bands for
illumination and when using wide bandwidth LEDs, to select more than one wavelength
band from a specific model of LED. The modular spectral illumination source could also
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be translated to other platforms, such as high throughput imaging systems, microscope
slide scanners, or endoscopes. Hence, the streamlined design presented here has potential
for high-speed spectral imaging for fluorescence microscopy, as well as potentially a
range of alternative imaging platforms.
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CHAPTER VI: DISSERTATION PORTFOLIO SUMMARY AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

This dissertation presents endoscopy from a system engineering perspective and
evaluates two novel optical configurations for hyperspectral imaging. Current endoscopic
systems strive to distinguish normal and abnormal, neoplasia or inflamed tissue.
However, endoscopy technology is limited when detecting small or flat abnormalities.
Undetected lesions or inflammation have the potential to grow and become high-risk.
Therefore, detecting abnormalities early is vital to a patient’s long-term health.
Additionally, a way to quantify or determine the risk of these early detections would
significantly benefit endoscopic screenings in accuracy and efficiency (full confidence of
when to resect and how much to resect). The next iteration of the endoscope system
needs to improve the definition or contrast of neoplasia to the surrounding mucosa and
quantify risk for mitigation decisions. The system engineering analysis (Chapter III)
detailed the architecture at vital milestones throughout the lifetime of the technology,
finding trends in subsystems or components and theorizing what the next milestone will
be. Based on the current endoscope modalities and similar technologies on the market, of
future systems will need to be capable of contrasting many molecular and/or tissue
components and displaying these differences in a meaningful way that a clinician can use
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to make diagnostic decisions. This could be accomplished by one or many technologies
as long as they can be implemented for real-time detection and analysis.
One of the scenarios suggested in Chapter III involved hyperspectral imaging
(either with chromoendoscopy or autofluorescence imaging) and the subsequent chapters
explored possible hyperspectral configurations. Traditionally, hyperspectral imaging is
accomplished by filtering a broadband light source (including the sun) on the excitation
and/or the emission side of the light path. Filtering allows for precise spectral selection
but decreases the photon budget or transmission of light through the light path. The
hyperspectral modules in Chapters IV and V aimed to minimize filtering needs by
removing emission filters and replacing broadband illumination (and associated
excitation filters) with many wavelength-specific LEDs combined to a common output.
Combining the LEDs was accomplished by multi-furcated solid light guide (Chapter IV)
or Cassegrain-style dual mirror array (Chapter V). In addition to transmission losses with
filtering optics, in a subset of hyperspectral setups there is a mechanical tuning to filter
band-passes of a broadband light source to acquire the hyperspectral image. This limits
acquisition rates to the speed of the mechanical motor changing the bandpass. Using
LEDs, the mechanical limitation is eliminated. Therefore, both spectral illuminators,
detailed in Chapters IV and V, have increased illumination and faster wavelength
switching rates. However, narrowband LEDs produce a more diffuse light output than
spectrally filtered broadband illumination from a Xe arc lamp; focusing and combining
many LEDs proved challenging. Transmission to the distal end of an endoscope or the
microscope stage was lower than current technologies due to limitations in coupling the
diffuse light source into a fiber optic or a liquid light guide. However, even with lower
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illumination throughput, feasibility testing proved that LED-based excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging is possible for real-time spectroscopic analysis on an endoscope
and microscope platform. Spectral images were acquired on both setups, demonstrating
proof-of-principle results for spectral autofluorescence and similar-to-NBI reflected light
imaging of ex vivo swine colon using the endoscope, and imaging and spectral separation
of 6 exogenous fluorophores on fixed cell slides with the microscope. Throughout each
manuscript, definitive trade-offs between spatial resolution, spectral sampling and
acquisition rates are discussed230. This applies to other multidimensional imaging
techniques (i.e., OCT, VE) as well. Any future endoscopic system that implements
complex imaging techniques will have to minimize trade-offs. In summary, this
dissertation included three manuscripts to meet the objective stated in Chapter I: integrate
hyperspectral imaging into an endoscopic platform to provide reflectance, fluorescence or
mixed spectroscopic data as a technique to enhance contrast in endoscopic screening.
Chapter III displayed a systems engineering perspective of past, current and future
endoscopic technology. Chapters IV and V integrate hyperspectral technology into
endoscope and microscope platforms. The data from these two chapters successfully
produced reflectance and fluorescence spectroscopic data and spectrally unmixed many
components to enhance contrast. The singular part of the objective that was not met was
the real-time aspect of the data acquisition. However, both Chapters IV and V mentioned
the ability acquire video-rate hyperspectral data with these systems that is expected to be
achievable within the next design iteration. Therefore, the objective was successfully met
with the work described in the previous chapters. Imaging results from these new
technologies will provide the basis for further studies and systems design objectives.
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The future directions of the work presented in this dissertation have several
different avenues including: further development of the concept of operations (ConOps)
for the future endoscope iterations discussed in Chapter III, optimizing optical throughput
of the spectral prototypes presented in Chapters IV and V, design of a new light path to
combine many LED sources to accomplish real-time hyperspectral imaging, implement
machine learning (ML)/artificial intelligence (AI) to analyze the excitation-scanning
hyperspectral image data or test other spectroscopic aspects that were not accomplished
in this dissertation. The future endoscopes conceptualized and ranked in Chapter III were
based on exploring other technologies already in existence. Complete systems analysis
requires detailing the use case scenarios and continual feedback from stakeholders to
create the ConOps for (ideally) each theorized setup. Future ConOps would emphasize
the utility of each scenario adding another metric to the decision-making process of
which path is optimal.
Optimization of the two light paths detailed in Chapters IV and V were discussed
in the respective chapters. The goal is to focus and preserve as much illumination from
each diffuse LED prior to combination. Ideally, if LEDs were collimated instead of
diffuse, then manipulation of the light paths in combination and coupling optics to the
respective platforms would be straightforward. In the real world, non-ideal case, the goal
is to focus as much of the light through the light combining optics accounting for focal
points, angle of reflection, refraction and acceptance angles (or numerical aperture) of the
coupling optics. The latter independent variables are based on the wavelength combining
optics design. Chapter IV includes an optimization of the multi-furcated solid light guide
simulation. The results demonstrated that some optimal designs are not easily fabricated.
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Hence, it is important to consider both theoretical operations and real-world
manufacturing constraints when designing these new optics to combine many LEDs to a
common output. The dual mirror setup in Chapter V is likely the best current option for
combining illumination of multiple LEDs. The mirrors can be optimized to account for
focus, reflection and numerical aperture. A minimum of doubling the current
transmission throughput would prove a substantial increase in photon budget to increase
acquisition rates (potentially video-rate) and provide improved spatial resolution.
Completely different multi-LED spectral light path designs prove to be an
interesting point of future work but also the most challenging. Any design would need to
be cognizant of the spatial-spectral-temporal trade-off and meet the requirement of videorate and high-definition resolution. Combining light sources could use a multi-faceted
mirror similar to a reverse flashlight or an array of mirrors that maintain all pathways in
2-dimensions instead of the 3-dimensional version of Chapter VI. Returning to filtering
broadband sources could be an option if the light path was simple to maintain high
transmission and acquisition rates.
As mentioned in Chapter III, the future of endoscopy is big data and one way to
screen through the data quickly is the use of ML/AI. A primary technique is
implementing a neural network (NN) to classify the dataset into categories. In the case of
these data, the goal would be to classify tissues as normal, cancerous or neoplastic. The
spectroscopic information of hyperspectral images would provide additional information
to aid the network’s decision. Preliminary work is in progress to create NNs for these
data in collaboration with Dr. Na Gong.
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Similar to new designs, there are spectroscopic studies that would provide insight
in design choices. One important study is spectral sampling of a library of endogenous
and exogenous fluorophores. Determining a sufficient number of LEDs or wavelength
sampling to correctly identify biomarkers and a mixture of biomarkers could reduce the
number of LEDs or band-passes needed in the optical light path. Additionally, test the
illumination output and spectral imaging with multiple of the same bandwidth (either
LEDs or band-passes) in the array to observe an increased throughput of weaker
bandwidths. Another spectroscopic study of interest would be to test an excitationscanning hyperspectral unit that operates in the near infrared (NIR) wavelength range.
Most NIR imaging systems are single wavelength for fluorescence or
phototherapy152,231,232. There is potential for a new layer of information when imaging
with several NIR wavelengths in a hyperspectral design. Both widefield and
interferometry settings would be interesting to test for image results. Future spectroscopic
analyses could involve optics and sensors sensitive to the visible and NIR spectrum to
capture a range of spectral features of biological systems.
The focus of this dissertation is to develop LED-based excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging within the endoscope system, however, this technology or
subsystem can be implemented for other applications. A palpable (and previously
discussed) option is utilizing this technology for microscopy. The ability to acquire realtime (mixed) spectroscopic data for microscopic imaging would be highly beneficial.
Live transport phenomena or ultrafast second messenger signaling (i.e., Ca2+ “sparks” or
cyclic AMP) could be captured and decomposed by component for deeper understanding
for cellular functions. This HSI technique could be implemented in certain cases for
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remote sensing or agriculture with an altered optical pathway on an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) providing some of the first excitation-based data in these fields. There is
possible value in this technology for applications of food or chemical screenings, security
biometrics, even hobby or personal photography. LED-based excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging has great potential for a range of fields to produce more image
data for further analysis, contrast and enhancement.
In summary, this dissertation provided a condensed system architecture of the
endoscope throughout the system lifetime to the current iteration. This architecture can be
the basis for future endoscope systems but for the scope of this work the system trends
were analyzed for optimums, areas of improvement and new technology implementation.
One such technology (hyperspectral imaging) was detailed and tested in subsequent
chapters. The two spectral illuminator designs proved feasible for real-time hyperspectral
imaging with some optimization. Future prototypes will be designed to increase
transmission throughput and provide real-time spectroscopic analysis in high-definition.
The future of endoscopy is complex and computationally focused to provide increased
contrast between normal tissue and small abnormalities or neoplasia. This dissertation
accomplished an original system architecture for endoscopy and two spectral illuminators
for a novel hyperspectral imaging technique as building blocks for the future endoscope.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Supplemental Document 1

Figure A1. Image data corresponding to Figure 13.E where reflectance spectral images have been divided
by wavelength band and false colored for visualization. The channels are presented in respective
wavelength order: (A) 450 nm, (B) 470 nm, (C) 490 nm, (D) 525 nm, (E) 590 nm, (F) 620 nm, (G) 670 nm,
(H) 680 nm, (I) 750 nm, (J) 810 nm, (K) 850 nm and (L) the overlayed image as seen in Figure 13.E. The
940 nm channel was omitted due to indiscernible signal and increased noise collected. False-coloring was
applied using the wavelength coloring function in NIS Elements software; hence the near-infrared
wavelengths have all been false-colored at the maximum wavelength (800 nm) available. Each channel
look up table (LUT) was uniformly scaled to increase intensity while displaying which channels produced a
higher reflectance signal.
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Figure A2. Data from Figure A1 and corresponding Figure 13.E, where the look-up table for each
wavelength band has been scaled independently. The channels are presented in respective wavelength
order: (A) 450 nm, (B) 470 nm, (C) 490 nm, (D) 525 nm, (E) 590 nm, (F) 620 nm, (G) 670 nm, (H) 680
nm, (I) 750 nm, (J) 810 nm, (K) 850 nm and (L) the overlayed image as seen in Figure 13.E. The 940 nm
channel was omitted due to indiscernible signal and increased noise collected. False-coloring was applied
using the wavelength coloring function in NIS Elements software; hence the near-infrared wavelengths
have all been false-colored at the maximum wavelength (800 nm) available. Channel look up tables (LUT)
were individually scaled to display each channel for visual clarity (i.e., the min and max intensity levels to
map to the color look-up table were adjusted on a per-channel basis to enhance visualization of each
channel). Enhanced contrast can be seen by vasculature in the blue and green channels.
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Appendix B: Supplemental Document 2

Table A1. Product specifications for the LEDs used in prototype light source
Product #

Viewing Angle (°)

Bandwidth (nm)

Total Radiated Power (mW)

SMB1N-365V-02

18

9

640

SMB1N-375V-02

18

11

560

SMB1N-385V-02

20

11

720

SMB1N-395V-02

22

12

750

SMB1N-405V-02

20

14

710

SMB1N-415H-02

22

15

300

SMB1N-420H-02

36

13

420

SMB1N-430H-02

22

15

500

SMB1N-D450-02

22

20

480

SMB1N-D470-02

20

20

470

SMB1N-490H-02

22

26

240

SMB1N-515V-02

18

29

250

SMB1N-525V-02

22

35

230
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Figure A3. Summary of the TracePro simulation irradiance data for a one lens configuration. These data
represent one iteration using a 45 mm FL lens and a 76.2 mm FL concave mirror. (a) Each curve represents
a LED position in the model and each data point on the respective curve represents a lens position, both
with respect to the z-axis origin of the model. Video representation of the simulation data collection can be
seen in Visualization 1. (b) The maximum output for each lens evaluated (see Table 8 in main text) and a
76.2 mm FL concave mirror was plotted with respect to the lens position to summarize the data and allow
identification of optimal parameters. Therefore, the 45 mm dataset (grey line and marker) of the right
column is the trend of the maximum output for each dataset of the left column. (c) Representative data are
also shown for a 114.3 mm FL concave mirror with 45 mm FL lens and (e) 152.4 mm FL concave mirror
with 45 mm FL lens and (d) maximal output summarized for all lenses evaluated for the 114.3 mm FL
mirror and (f) 152.4 mm FL mirror.
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Figure A4. LED measurements for irradiance control. (a) Measured current supplied to individual LEDs
based on the software input reference voltage (Vref). (b) Irradiance measurements with respect to the current
supplied and (c) with respect to the software inputs.
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Figure A5. Test for photobleaching on the TFTF-based system and the LED-based system for repeated
imaging (5x) of the same FOV. The wavelength summed fluorescence for a selected ROI is plotted as a
function of image number.
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Figure A6. Manufacturer-supplied spectral data for the labels used for the labels used in this study. Data are
separated into (a) excitation spectrum and (b) emission spectrum for each respective label. The black line
represents the dichroic cut-off wavelength used to separate excitation from fluorescence emission.
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Figure A7. Validation of spectral specificity for the TFTF-based system. Endmember spectra for each
fluorescent label were acquired from single labeled control slides, a region was drawn, the region-averaged
spectrum extracted, and a 2-component spectral library containing the spectrum of the label and the
spectrum of autofluorescence defined (column 1). The 2-component library was used with non-negatively
constrained linear unmixing to identify the signal (abundance) from the label of interest and
autofluorescence (columns 2 and 3, respectively). The unmixed fluorescent label image was false-colored
and merged with the autofluorescence image to allow visualization of both components in a composite
image (column 4).
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Figure A8. Validation of spectral specificity for the LED-based system. Endmember spectra for each
fluorescent label were acquired from single labeled control slides, a region was drawn, the region-averaged
spectrum extracted, and a 2-component spectral library containing the spectrum of the label and the
spectrum of autofluorescence defined (column 1). The 2-component library was used with non-negatively
constrained linear unmixing to identify the signal (abundance) from the label of interest and
autofluorescence (columns 2 and 3, respectively). The unmixed fluorescent label image was false-colored
and merged with the autofluorescence image to allow visualization of both components in a composite
image (column 4).
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Figure A9. Comparison of individual endmember spectra utilized for linear unmixing for the TFTF-based
system and the LED-based system. Each fluorescent label is represented in 3 panels: the first panel is a
graphical comparison of normalized spectra of the endmember for both the TFTF- (solid line) and LEDbased (dashed line) systems, the second panel is the unmixed fluorescent label image acquired through the
TFTF-based system when using the respective 2-component library shown in Figure A7 and the third panel
is the unmixed label image acquired through the LED-based system when using the respective 2component library shown in Figure A8. The fluorescent labels include: (a-c) autofluorescence, (d-f) NPP,
(g-i) f-actin, (j-l) mitochondria, (m-o) dsDNA, (p-r) vimentin and (s-u) Golgi.
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Figure A10. A comparison of manufacturer-supplied spectral data and measured excitation spectrum using
both the TFTF- and LED-based spectral light sources. The labels include: (a) STAR440XSP (nuclear pore
protein), (b) STAR GREEN (f-Actin), (c) STAR520SXP (mitochondria), (d) LIVE560 (double stranded
DNA), (e) STAR ORANGE (vimentin) and (f) STAR RED (Golgi apparatus). Note that spectral images
from the f-actin single label slide were highly contaminated with cellular autofluorescence, and hence it
was not possible to identify a region corresponding to pure f-actin signal. Because of this, the pure
spectrum of f-actin was instead taken from manufacturer-supplied data and normalized intensity values
were extracted for every wavelength channel scanned with both spectral light sources. The LED-based
“signal” resulted in a 13 point spectrum causing the skew to the left compared to the TFTF-based “signal”
and the manufacturer-supplied spectral data. The excitation spectral scan range for labels (d-f) did not
include the peak excitation wavelength for the fluorescent label and hence only a partial spectrum of the
fluorescent label was shown, however, each spectrum is normalized to its respective highest value and local
maximums were different. The shape (therefore the spectrum) comparison between the two spectral light
source setups and the manufacturer-supplied spectral data is in high agreement despite the opposing local
maximums.
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